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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 07 liS’YKSTKKfIOSS RELAY 1*0 
TO THE M U R A L  RXLATIOMS KOTOS* TIKE 
AKD UBTIMED TESTS
Examinations as a Torn of proving a student as to his fltnsss for 
promotion are almost or quits as old as fo|rmal education itself.
It Is generally hollered that oral examinations were the first fora 
of testing, hut In certain regions very early the written examination was 
an Integral part of educational practices, for instance. Rueh Informs us 
that China used the formal written test over thirteen centuries ago, and 
even Creek and Roman teachers were familiar with such examinations.1
We are, however, in this study, mainly concerned with the testing 
movement end its consequent results in this country. As early as 1845, 
Horace Mann formulated a series of eight reasons why the written examina­
tion Is superior to the older methods of testing.^
Dr. J. M. Rice Is generally given the credit for being the father 
of educational measurement In this country, for, "as early as 1894, he 
constructed two spelling tests, one In list form and one In sentenoe form. 
Later he made similar tests in arithmetic and language."3
Rloe was followed in thle work hy such notable ploneere ae Thorndike, 
Stone and Courtis. During the time that Rloe and others were working on 
this problem In the United States, Blast was completing a series of mental 
teste which were soon to become the basis for the first intelligence scale, 
late? known ae the Binet Scale of 1905. Moreover, the concept of mental
l Huch, <M«gUv* sz M h Iraq ISrftflnaUpa. p- 3
3 Ibid., p. 4
3 1i0h* M., and 0. D. Stoddard, Teste and Measurements in High School
Institutions, p. 2, Yonkers, Hew York ““
----U-
age v m  Introduced In hie Improved scale Of 1908.1
The Blnet scale was soon Introduced Into America, and the first 
American revision of this scale was completed In 1910 by Dr. K. H. Goddard, 
followed by the Stanford Revision by 1. n L Terman. In 1918. following 
these revisions, the development of Intelligence testing gained Impetus in 
this oountry until the various phases of testing were developed by various 
psychologists. With the development of group teste the problem of timo 
limits and their effects cane to bs studied. Among ths first students of 
this subject were Ruoh and Kcerth, who, bating their assumptions on results 
of Army Alpha tests given to soldiers during the World war, wrote as fol­
lows! "Psychologists have been rather generally agreed that time limits, 
if not too strictly drawn do not work an undue hardship on the subjeote 
taking mental teats in the great majority of eases.
Other data compiled In thle tame research, were summarised briefly 
as follows!
(a) High correlation between speed and accuracy in mental tests.
(b) Slnglt time correlates 966 with double time, and 945 with un­
limited time. Speed factor does not seriously invalidate the test.
(o) Increasing time allowance does hot permit dull subjects to equal 
the scores of the more Intelligent subjeote.
(d) When total scores are considered, there wae no increase In the 
amount of overlapping of the high and low groups when the time allowances 
were increased.1 23
Other reeearoh In these channels tended to stress various theories 
at different times. Low mentality was first considered to be a basic
1 Ibid., p. 4
2 Such, G. H. and w. Koerth, "Power vs. Speed in Ar*y Alpha".Journal of 
ifoo*Mon>l It search, April 19PS, Tol. m ,  fo. 4
3 Ibid.
cause of low seoro* in tin* limit intelligence tests. Following tills con­
ception, there wore those who believed that the slew subjects were able to 
do better work, neither of these theorie* were supported by convincing 
date, however, and therefore went into the discard.
Besides the work of Huch and ioerth, Freeman made a detailed study 
of the relation of power and speed, the results of which hs published In 
two articles entitled, "Power and Speed; their Influence on Intelligence 
Sect Scores,*! and "Factors of Speed acid Power In I. <1. Tests."2
Bather than deal with the various teste Individually, we shall 
quote In part a generalisation he makes with relation to thle subject, as 
followsi "It Is probable that, for some purposes end in some situations, 
speed of performance le the Important qualification. In other oases, 
however, the speed Is relatively unimportant, and power, or the capacity 
to succeed In a task which le too difficult for other Individuals Is the 
Important characteristic ..... not all Intellectual performances can be 
measured in the same dimension. Some heed to be measured 
dimension of speed, some In the dimension 
nation of both.?
Just three more citations might prove valuable at thle stage, to 
gather up the loose threads in the matter of speed and power. Clark finds 
that speed correlates lowest with Intelligence *.54 whereas level correlates
.. In the 
of power, and tome In a combi-
*.?0 and range .*77.4
These correlations refer to the fao 
atlons in this phase of teetl
t that there are three consider- 
ng, namely, speed, level and range. By speed
1 Teaman, y. S.,*Power and Speed, Their Influence on Intelligence Test 
scores,* Jgacaal $£ Aaallafl gjyshfllogy. voi. xn, 1928, PP. 631-5 
.. Freeman, F. 3., "Factors of Speed and Power In l.Q. Tests," Joumal of 
Elffifrffilftgf Tol* 8. Bo. 1 1 , MoV. 1931, pp. 83-90
3 Ffuemaa, ?. Mental Teste, pp. 253-84
4 ilntner, Budolph, Intelligence testing, p. 534, Mew York, Henry Holt &
Company, 1931
we atsan actual time required to complete a test accurately, level refere tc 
the degree of difficulty one can natter In teats; range it the area a stu­
dent can cover in each degree of difficulty. Therefore, these correlations 
are significant in that they reveal speed to he the least important factor
of all when considering intelligence.1 ]
Peak and Boring believe that tiae is of great inportanoe in intelli­
gence testa and that speed of reaction probably cor.elates highly with in­
telligence.!
Despite the fact that there is a high correlation between tiaed and 
untimed tests, there are apparently tone individuals who shift standing or 
rank considerably in the two situations, «nd that raises the question if 
there are individuals who are handicapped by a speed pressure. Many students 
of testing entertain this notion among themselves, either as a result of 
Independent research, or merely beoauee of traditional theories.
In keeping with thie, Shaffer, basing hie observations on studies 
Plant
made by Vianet in 19??6, asserts that the emotionally unstable person is un­
able to work well when under the pressure of speed; he breaks down when
rushed.-
Starting with this hypotheage of Shaeffer's, K. 1. Tweet chose as 
the subject of his thesis for the degree of Master of Science from the 
University of North Dakota, "The Personality and Intelligence Factors
the Scores on Teste.m3Effecting the Correlation between Speed and
Mr. Tweet tasted a total of 35 students in his researoh, subjecting 
them to eleven teste of subject natter. The first four tests were arranged
1 Ibid., p. 534
2 Shaffer, 1. ’£&£. £iZShaHhJE at MlaaSACflt.. p. 313, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, New fork, 1936
3 Tweet, X. L., T&# personality and IntelHgsnoe gaptori Affeotlng the Cor- 
E£k*\\*t between Speed and th* sports on Teats. Unpublished Thesis
with and without tine Halts, and a correlation between the two obtained 
scores was computed. the remaining seven tests were given without tine 
limits, and the students1 scores on the test and the tine they took to 
write It were oorrelated. Working out a complete set of correlations, he 
divided hie subjects into two groups,the first consisting of sixteen etudente 
whose standings wers consistent and in olose agreement on the timed and un- 
tlned tests. The second group consisted of nlnteen students who had low 
correlations between tine and score on the teste. In either oase, no stu­
dent was selected who cans below the median for the class on one or nore 
teste. Moreover, an I. <i. was recorded for eaoh student, and the Personal 
Index test by keys and Loofhouron was also administered.
In the first place, Tweet found that the correlation between time 
used to write a tact and score on the test proved to be consistently negative, 
although rather low. This consistency leads ons to ths conclusion that there 
Is a definite tendency for students who secure high scores on a test to fin­
ish in less tins than the average student. Moreover, the correlation between 
scores on teste la limited periods and longar or unlimited periods was con­
9,
sistently high and positive in thie study, indicative that great length of
a test is not necessary for rating purposes. Further conclusions of Mr. 
Tweet will be oompared with conclusions of this research in the closing 
chapter.
To justify further study on the same subject two limitations of Mr.
Tweet's study may be pointed cut whioh might have a tendency to Invalidate 
the conclusions of hie research. In the first plaoe, he eeleoted oases 
for study on the basis of single tests. That is.rather than drawing
6 .
-+---
another student was the choice 
this procedure say have resulted
whereas his performance under
conclusions on the basis of a student's scores on all of the seven tests 
administered, one student was selected as f subject for study because of 
his disorepant scores on on# test, whereas 
as the result of soother test, and so on.
In the selection of subjects who showed variations on single teste due to 
chance factors. The person, due to accidental factors, night do rather 
poorly in tine situations on a single test*
the two situations would otherwise be equal. Thus, in order to select sub­
jects who unlforaly are at a disadvantage under the tine situations, we 
would have to select then cn the basis of 4 series of tests rather than on 
a single one.
Bather than presenting teste of a definite tine Unit to hie students, 
and then presenting elnilar teste with no tine Unit, he presented four teste 
with and without tine Unite, and seven teits without tine Units, rsoording 
the actual tine taken to record the latter. In this latter set, he corre­
lated test scores with tine required to complete the test, and in each ease 
there was a negative correlation. As will be explained in the following 
chapter, the author believes that probability of discrepancy was minimised 
by the procedure he followed In thie study.
Though correlations run high In tln«d and untined teste, yet, they 1 
leave roon for considerable individual variation between these two types of 
teste. This, then, brings ue to a statement of the problem as we wish to 
deal with It In thie theele.
Are there oertaln Individuals who ake consistently at a disadvantage 
when writing tine Unit teste as compared with no-tlne-llnlt tests? If so.
are they charnotarised by cert 





traits? Therefore, we 
questions, as well as 







A total of 1H5 students wore used In this research, distributed as 
follows t
(a) The entire student body of Rensel High School, comprising 
thirty-nine.
(b) The freshaan class of Cavallsr High School, a total of fifty-four 
students.
(a) Thirty-two students taken froa the remaining three classes of 
the latter sohool, chosen beeaase they had hot yet taken intelligence tests.
Of the 125 students tssted, only seventy-six could actually bs used 
to complete the data, as the remaining forty-nine were absent for one or 
aore of the tests, and thus results for this latter group were incomplete.
Seven tests wore administered to these students, and they are hers 
listed In the order in which they ware given)
1. form k. Otis Self Administering Test of Mental Ability, Higher 
Examination, by Arthur 3. Otis.
2. California Test of Personality, Secondary, fora A, by K. V.
Tlsg<& *. V. Clark and Louis P. Thorpe.
3. A General Test In freshman Algebra, based on the text "first 
Tear Algebra," by Kawkes, Luby and Toutoh.
4. A general test In Elementary Biology.
5. A general test In Anelent History.
6. A general test in Elementary Science.
7. A general test In English IA.
Tests 3 and 4 were composed by the author. Test 5 was composed by
9.
Miss J. Helgeson, English Instructor at Hensel High School, and tests 6 end
7 were composed by instructors of Cavalier iUgh School.
Tests 1, 2, and 3 were taken by the entire group. Hensel students
took tests 4 and 5, while Cavalier students took tests 6 and 7. This arrange-
mant was used In order to provide for students taking different courses.
However, the total marks, as well as the difrisions, were identical on each
test. The medians, standard deviations and correlations were based on the
scores of only the seventy-six students mentioned above. With the exception
of tests one and two, each test was divided into two equal parts, labelled
A and B. Each part was arranged with quest!ions of like difficulty, as care-
fully as the author was able to do so, so that neither portion would be
simpler of solution. Parts A and B were placed on separate sheets, the
latter being presented to the student only after the time limit test, Part
A  was completed. A  limit of five minutes was placed on Part A of tests 4,
5, 6, and 7, whereas ten minutes was allowei1 to complete Test 3, the Algebra
test. Part B of each test was completed vifth no time restriction whatever.
thus fulfilling, in these two ortions of the same test, the necessary re-
qulsltes for timed and untlmed tests.
After all of the above tests were adtainistared to the students, each
subject received a score in a total of five tests. Hensel students were
scored in tests 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, whereas Javalier students wrote on tests
1, 2, 3, 6, and 7. Two scores were recorded for each test, namely, the
time-llmlt score and the no-time-limit score. In order to compare the
person's standing's on the two bases, each score was converted to a per­
centile rank, and the percentile rank of this time soore was then subtracted
from the percentile rank of the no-time score. The results of these three
subtractions were averaged (tests 3, 4 and 5, or tests 3, 6 and 7), and
placed la a column entitled *Average Difference of the Three-percentile
Scores.* These values varied fro* -36.® to
lations simpler, 100 vas added
10.
♦32.2. In orler to make ealcu-
to each of tjbsee latter scores* thus ellni-
rcentlle scores were arranged laanting minus quantities. Finally, these pei 
order of absolute value fro* lowest to highest, and various other factors, 
as vill be shown in the following chapter* here correlated with the*.
Before turning to results and conclusions, a brief explanation of 
our adaptations of tests 1 and 2 is in order. After the 1. %  of each 
student wae determined fro* the results of the Otis test, the percentile 
rank of each X. QU was worked out and correlations node with the average 
difference secret. Moreover, the California Personality scores wsre simi­
larly treated. That is, each sectional scope vas assigned a percentile 
rank, and various correlations detenulned. The aotual data derived fro* 
th se calculations as well as the conclusions that one night draw, le left 
to be discussed in the reaalnlng two chapters of this research.
11.
CHAPTIH 111
XB9ULS5 AMD DATA CGMPlXAf10*8
Although only seventy-six students could ultimately be selected for 
this study, they represent a fairly normal distribution of intelligence, as 
can be readily observed from the following chart,1 to which the author has 
added, for comparison purposes, X. Q. distribution and percentages obtained 
frost Otis teste he adninlsteredt
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In order to show a store accurate Intelligence Quotient Distribution
of the eases studied, we herewith present a table, fron which Median, and
Standard Deviations of I. Q. were calculated!
fable I
Distribution of X. Q. for seventy-six Pupils of leasel and 
Cavalier High Schools Together with Medians 
______________________ talJUauttdftEft, keiib-tlaaa----------
Scores frequency
120 - 134 3
115 - 119 4
110 - 114 3
105 - 109 13
100 - 104 14
95 - 99 18
9 0 - 9 4 7
1 Breltwleser, J. Psychological Bduce.t5on, p. 180





05 - 09 6
80 - 04 7 Median » 99.22
7 8 - 7 9 0
7 0 - 7 4 1 • 10.45
Table II
Cooffiolento of Correlation (f rod uoer-Poment) on Tooto
tdalnlstored 1>o Soventy-sli Hensel and
,Cavalier HitfhSchool J tudent*
Oooff. of Cor._____ Probable rror___
1. I. 0. and Total MJt istaeat
Personality .255 .07
2. I. Q. Percentile Sank
Mid Total Adjustment .332 .07
Poroontllo Bank
3. I. Q. and Average
Difference of Par- .149 .07
oontlle Score*
4.* Twenty-five highest Scores
and twenty-five lowesti
Score* of P#roentll« l>lf- .13 .09
foresee with Corresponding
I. £.**
5. I.CU Poroontllo lenti aad
Average Difference of For- .122 .075
eontllo Score* of Tost*
0.* I.Q. Poroontllo Ranie and High-
ost and Lowest tvent.y-five,
Average Difference cit Poreen- .11 .09
tile Rank Score*
* recognise that there is a certain artifact In these correlations due
to the fact that the middle group ha* been thrown out.
13.
fable XI (eontinui
.......  .... |i..........
Ml)
"1
faata Correlated Ooeff. of Oor. Probable Irror
7.* Twenty-five Highest and 
twenty-fire Lowest I.
with Average Difference .307 .9
of Percentiles
8.* Twenty-five Highest and 
twenty-fire lowest Average
Difference Percentile lank .072 .09
with Total Adjustment Per­
centile Hank
kith reference to Table II it will be noted t at itene 1, 2 and 3
and a deal with the total number of seren •y-slx students, whereas itens 4,
6 and a hare reference to the two extreme of the Pereentllo R nxs repre-
seating the arerege difference on the thrimi tests, correlated with cor-
responding I. Q„.' e and I. C„ Percentile link's. Item 7 Is a correlation
of the twenty-fire highest and twsnty-flr< lowest X. Q.1 s with corres-
ponding arcrage difference of Percentiles on th<* three teste.
la order to sake forth further eon;Hsrlsons between the results of
the Intelligence and Personality tests. w< hare selsoted the twenty-fire
highest and twenty-fire lowest X. 0,.' s. wl.th the corresponding grades on
each section of the Personality tests, and worked out means, probable
errors of naans, and standard derlatlone in eaeh ease, besides the
Probable ~rror of the Mesa Difference and the Critical Ratio. These oon-
parieons are tabulated In Table III. One final ooaparlson, constituting
the principle point of this study, Is fotutd in fable IV. In this latter
table, we hare stade the sane analyses as in the foraer Table, but we
* -e recognise that there is a certain artifact in these correlations due
to the faet that the alddlc group has been thrown out.
T | " | —— ,-rn-nr|v̂ _ nwr---------- M4
based our selections on the tvsnty-flv* hiLghest and twenty-five lowest
eroentlle Rank of Average Difference sooiret in the three teste of tub-
ject natter*
Table HI
Means. Standard Deviations. Probab]is Error, Probable Error of
Mean Difference, and Critical Bittlo. Fifty Personality
Scores in Bach feet. Seleotp.on Based on Twenty-




tan 8. J>. Diff. C.S.
2b highest I.q. 1io.s .1591
{ 6.16 *16 141 *25 lowest I.q. 88. .0221
Personality
Sec.I.Self A.dj.25 high 62.8 .28
n ! «  • «  l0-»See.X.self Adj.25 low 58.6 .31
1 A high i.q. 8.6 .085 3.15 , 0
i a low i.q. 8.2 .057 3.13 *101 1,9
l a high i.q. io.4 .166 5*77 176 3 4a .13 -176 3*4l a low i.q. 9.8 .084
1 C high I.q. ^3.2 .047 1-731 C low I.q. 10.8 .057 2.13 *073 19 *l
i d high i.q. 11.8 .058 2.13
l » low i.q. !L1.8 .089 3.31 *l0d 0
1 x high i.q. 9.4 .093 3.44
1 f low I.q. 8.6 .105< 3.92 *14 5*7
1 f high i.q. 9.6 .094 3^® .13 12.31 F low I.q. 8.2 .099
See.S.hl^t I.q. 69.2 .24 8.8
11.26 *38 10*4Soc.2.iow I.q. 62.2 .303
lec.2A.hlgh I.q. 12.6 .044
a.'iB • « *  16-6Sec.24.low I.q. 11.4 .058
2B.high I.q. 10̂*4 .063 2.33 no* a ,
28.low i.q. 10. .074 2.75 *096 4,1
20.high I.q. 10.2 .084 3.12
ps.iow i.q. 9.8 .087 3.24 *1S1 3*3





saa 8. 0. Biff.
sas.high l.Q. 11.3 .059 3.31
5.35 7.4SK.low l.k. 10.08 .144
SF.hlgh J.Q,. 11.2 .0?1| 2.62
a.55 *102 3.9• !&¥ 10.8 .074
total Adjustment High X.Q,. 131.8 .52 19.3
20.5 ‘7S 14.4total Adjustment Low I.Q,. ]21. .652
Table I?
Moans, Standard Deviations, Prob&b!Lo Irror, Probable *rror of
Moan Difference, imd Critical Histio. Fifty Personality
Boorot In Saoh Tost. Selection Based on Twenty-
fire Highest and Twenty-five Lowest Avorago
Diffsrenc* of Percentile Rank on the
?hrt« Subject Matt*sr Toots
.......Moan
P.B.Mean
. P.B.Mean 1,3L ..Biff... . c.,r .
25 Hlghost Soores P.R.Av.oa Tests 116 .019 7.07 
.19 6.9 188.425 Lowest Scores .&.AT.QR fjsatt 83.3
25 X.̂ t.'s on Sooros with hl|;b P.R. 101.6 .227 8.4
.34 13.5 •*' 5.925 I.Q.*s on Sooros with lo« I\h. 99.2
Personality Sooros
Soc.l 35 Tins Average 62.6 .33 13.1 3.8Seo.l 25 Minus Average 61.0 .27 10.
IA 25 Plus Avorago 8.8 .064 3.36
1A 35 Minus Avorago 6.4 .07 2.6 *094 4.3
IS 35 Plus Avorago 10.3 .084 3.1
.14 5.1 *16 3.1IB 35 Minus Avorago 10.8
1C 36 Plus Avorago 12.7 .035 1.3 21.410 25 Minus Avorago 11.2 .063 2.3 *07
ID 35 Plus Avorago 11.4 .25 9.3
.089 3.3 *26 .76ID 35 Minus Avorago 11.2
IK 25 Pluo Avorago 9.6 .095 3.5
11 35 Minus Average 9.8 .09 3.7 *13 lo5




.Mean 1 .9.Mean S.D
$90.2 28 Flu* Average 67.6 .26 9.7
Sec. 2 25 Kina* Average 65.8 .311 11.5 .37 4.8
2A 25 Flu* Average 12.9 .04 1.6
2k 28 Minus Average 12.3 .06 2.3 .072 9.7
ZB 28 Plus Average 10.7 .076 2.9
2B 25 Minus Average 11.3 .065 2.4 .101 4)e0
20 26 Plus Average 11.3 .073 2.7 v f\*y ft £k
20 28 Minus At*rage 10.3 .073 2.7 • 103 w eve
2D 28 Plus Average 13.7 .087 3.3 AQfl <7 O
2D 28 Minus Average 12. .011 4. • VWCl r #5r
27. 25 Plus Average 11.2 .065 2.4 1AA C A2$ 25 Minus Average 10.2 .084 3.1 » JLvrAJ V e ♦
2? 25 Plus Average 11.1 .076 2.8
2? 28 Minus Average 10.7 .081 3. * XX wsO
Total Adjustment.25 Plus Averdg*1 130.4 .57 21.1 va a iTotal Adjustment.25 Minus Average 127.2 .64 19.9
The California Personality Tost is dividad into two essential divi-
sions, labelled Self AdjustmeiIt an<i Social Adjustment. According to the
accompanying Manual, the former term le based on feeling* of personal
security, whereas the latter term Le based on feelings of social security.
A total of ninety points ie perfect score 1n each of thee* major divisions.
Each division, in turn, ie subdivided into six portions, vlth a full eoor*
of fifteen points for each subdivision. A glance at Table III will infora
the reader about these twelve subdivisions. Therefore, a total score of
180 points represents a perfect paper.
A study of the comparison of the means of each pair of eooree based
on High and low I.Q.'i will reveal the fact that in every case with the
exception of ID it the mean oit the personallty eooree representlng Sigh
I..*s higher than the mean ol the lower I.Q,.* s group. And, in the oae*
of ID, the mean le the same for both groups . True, there le la most
i— t—
r«r#nc*inst&noss, only a slight dlff 1
diffsrsaoa nevertheless.
Moreover, similar results, although 
for Table IV. In ten eases out of a possibl 
Is more than 2. In the ease of the reaalnlag 
negative, one sero. and one It 1.5. These 
ful"y In the succeeding chapter.
e in favor of the former scores, but a
not nearly so conclusive, exist 
s fifteen, the Critical Ratio 
five, three of th*a are 
results will be discussed acre
17.
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Th# compilations of ths daft* presented In the previous chapters
having been completed, va shall now proceed to a diagnosis and a discussion
of the problem before us.
In a statement of the problem, the flrst question askad was. "Are
there students who are consistently handicapped by a tine limit on teste?*
This was followed by, "If so, are they characterised by certain traits?*
Bearing these two Important questione in mind, 1st us first look at
the results of the three tests, as oonpared with the Intelligence test
soores.
As stated, previously, the time 11mlt and no time limit scores
were eaoh converted Into a Percentile Bank, Then, the Percentile Bank of
the time Halt score was subtracted from the Percentile Bank of the no time
limit score. Then the average of the three subtractions was obtained, and
this figure, for each pupil, was assumed to b* hit attainment In bias limit
as compared with no time limit teste. Thus, If his Paroantil* Bank average
worke out to a plus, he is able to do better work with no time limit on
teete. However, if a student’s Percentile Bank average for the three teste
is a minus he has received consistently hidher scores on time limit tests.
It Is possible, however, for a student to r•cord rery large Percentile
Bank difference on one test, and thus this would result In a general aver-
ago mainly determined by Just the one test. We hope to mention a few of
these extreme oases In the course of our discussion.
Of the seventy-six students tested In this research, forty-three
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students haul a higher average Percentile Rank on the timed testa, or their 
average Percent lie Rank was a minus quantity, and only thirty-three had a plus 
average. This first result would lead us to assume that it stakes little 
difference to the average student whether he writes a tine Halt or a no 
tine limit test of subject natter. However, before we convert this assump­
tion Into an assortlon, lot us examine then# data more carefully.
It will be noted from Table II, that the correlations art not 
negative, neither are they very high positively. The highest correlation 
obtained in this study, .333 * 07, is that between Intelligence Quotient 
Percentile Rank and Total Adjustment Percentile Rank. This would indicate 
a slight relationship between the results of these two tests. Whether or 
not this relationship Is sufficiently positive for comparative purposes, la 
questionable, as .333 1 07 is not a very high coefficient of oorrelation. 
Moreover, the actual oases In whioh we are Interested, that le, the twenty- 
five highest and twanty-five lowest scores represent low positive correla­
tions in every oorrelation problem worked oit. However, a slightly higher 
positive coefficient of correlation was obtained when the average Percentile 
Rank differences were correlated with the twenty-five highest and twenty- 
five lowest I.Q>’s. he the 1.4c. distribution of the entire group is fairly 
normal, this latter coefficient of correlation, 307 * 9, le probably more 
accurate than those based on highest and lowest avsrage differsnoe of Per­
centile Rank on teste.
A study of Table IIX may prove valuable before we proceed to the sain 
problem of this research. Referring to the statement made In the previous 
chapter, we note that the Personality Test iresults reveal that the means of
the high I.q. group are higher for the former teste than the means of the
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lew I.Q,. group. This applies la all comparisons except feat ID. where 
the means are Identical for both teata.
Should the result* of Table III he reliable, thla would indicate 
alaor personality maladjustments oa the part of the students of the lower
I.Q. group.
Bach student wrote three subject-matter tests, thus asking a total 
of seventy-!Ive tests for saoh group of twenty-fire students. Out of this 
total of seventy-five tests writ tan by ea<m group the high group from the 
X.Q. point of view, recorded forty-two teste with a positive percentile 
difference, and thirty-three tests with a negative percentile difference.
Of this number, there were three students who had two out of three of ths 
tests in favor of a positive percentile difference, but whose average dif­
ference was negative. This, of course, was due to the faot that their 
negative difference en the one test was so much In favor of the time Halt 
score, that the score on the other two tests were not great enough to over­
balance It. Five students had no positive difference, whereas six students 
had no nsgatlve dIffarenas.
In the low X.Q. group, with an l.Q. range of from 96 to 72, they 
wrote twenty-seven out of a possible seventy-five teste with a positive 
percentile difference, and forty-eight tests with e negative percentile 
difference. Only one student In this group showed a negative average dif­
ference, with two out of three teste revealing positive differences. In
,
this group, six students had no positive differences, and only two etudonte 
had no negative dlfferenoee. To sum arise, out of a total of 150 teste, 
sixty-nine resulted In a positive average difference between no time Halt 
and tins Halt, and eighty-one resulted in a negative difference. This
leaves tw»lT# t««ts In favor of a time Halt over a no time Halt test.
that,on th« basis of TotalFurther study of this Fabls rareals 
*djustment scores, ths asaas of those two Comparison groups differ by 10.8. 
The asaas of Section 1, Self Adjustment, differ by 4.3 points* whereas the 
Soolal Adjustment Sections differ by seren points. This would Indicate 
that Soolal Adjustment is aors difficult lit classes of low l.Q,.'e* aad 
that Self Adjustment, though not as good as among high I.Q. groups, Is 
bsttsr than Social Adjustment.
Should this fabls bo reliable* the conclusion inevitably It Self 
Adjuataent declines even to a greater degree than the former as ths I.Q,. 
drops. This finding Is In part corroborated by ths studies of various 
psychologists eltsd by Fintner. For example, Hartshorns and May found that 
"the dull children are definitely less helpful and charitable.**
On ths basis of Average Difference of Peroentile Scores in the three 
subject aatter teste, another selection of 
aad low soore groups was aade. Each group 
sonts ths ones with the highest plus averages! aad the lowest minus aver­
age*. The data revealed by thee* two groups of students, a total of fifty, 
will complete the discussion of this research.
Assuming that there were no distracting Influences to handicap ths 
student seriously when these tests were written, a minus average Difference 
of Percentiles on the three subjeot matter test* would mean that the stu­
dent does better work on timed teste* wheroas a plus average difference 
represents better work on untimed teste. Moreover* the higher the plus 
score* the better the untimed test results, and the lower the minus soore,
twenty-five students from high 
of twenty-five studonts reprs-
1 Platner* Rudolph, pp. 537-28, op. olt
the better the timed teat results. Therefore, the tvo groups selected from 
the two estrones of differences would definitely represeat their respective 
olasses well.
In the first place, the Critical Bellos of the scores tabulated 
In Table IT, are, la all except four instances, definitely reliable. In 
only three oases is the mean of the ntnus differences higher than the mean 
of the plus differences. The fourth instance represents identicl neons 
for both sets. The difference of aeons between the plus and aiaus averages 
is 35.8, which is sufficient to indicate that two definitely defined groups 
exist in this study. Moreover, there Is e difference of 2.4 on the seen 
I•$. between these two groups In favor of the plus Average Difference 
group. This is not a particularly high difference, but It favors the plus 
group nevertheless.
Then too, as above stated, the means favor the plus differences in 
eleven out of fifteen pairs of personality 
3.2 points favors the plus differences for
Of the 75 subject matter teste written bp the minus group (by which 
name we shall designate this group hereafter), fifty-eight favored a minus 
Percentile Rank Average Difference, and only seventeen favored a plus dif­
ference. Interesting enough, the plus group (that group that has plus 
Percentile Rank Average differences) Just reversed this form, getting 
seventeen minus scores and fifty-sight plus seorss.
A comparison of scores on the personality tests in each group will 
also reveal sons interesting faets. As stated above, the teat le divided 
into two main categories. Self Adjustment and Social Adjustment. Xaoh of
scores. A mean difference of 
Total Adjustment scores.
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these two categories le subdivided into el:: emotions, eaoh of then phases
of one or the other main category. A.11 of the sections aay be referred
to before the olose of this d Lseuesion, but two are of particular interest
to us, and two more are often 01»ntlngent upon suitable adjustment. #e
shall, therefore, quote from the manual, the description of these four
phases of adjustments
U  - The student who le said to withdraw
le the one who substitutes the Joys of a fantasy world for actual
success in real Ufa. Juch a student is characteristically senai-
tlve, lonely, and given to self-oonesrn.
"II- gzaalasu - This student suffers from one or more of
a variety of physical symptoms such «s loss of appetite, frequent
eye strain, Inability t<» sleep, or a tendency to be ehronloally
tired. Persons of this kind may be exhibiting physical expressions
of emotional conflicts.
"££• Easily Eilallani. - The etndent who feels thet he Is loved and
well treated at home, and who has a sense of security and self- -
respect in connection vitih the varioua members of the family, would
get a high score In this component. Superior family relations also
Include parental eontro1 th vt Is nel1her too strict nor too lenient.
- This student, if well adjusted, mingles
happily with hit neighbors, takes pride In community Improvements, 
and it tolerant In dealing with both stranger® and foreigner®.
Laws and regulation® pertaining to the general welfare are obeyed." 
k close examination of the Personality test seoree reveal only a few 
low marks In either plus or minus group. Out of a total of 300 marks
-+---
recorded la each grimy, only fifteen la the plat group, and eighteen In
attention. This le * Tory email 
seetion on Uthdrawing tendon* 
four In the aluue group and 
section# listed above have, In
the nlane group, are low ?»not*gh to attract 
percentage Indeed. However, of these, the 
oles has the largest number of low eooree, 
three in the plus group. The other three 
both groups, a total of only ten low eooree.
Coaparlng these statistics with those revealed by Table III, we 
find many more lew scores in various sections of the Personality teat when 
we select our students on the basis of X.qJ* rather than on the basis of 
average Percentile Hank Difference on subject natter teete. However, 
table It relates mors directly to the naln problem of the thesis rather 
than Sable IXX, ae neither the Otia test nor the California Personality 
tost made use of the tiae-unllaited tine factor. We oust therefore adhere
iirclosely to the results revealed by Table It for comparative purposes.
The twenty-five plus scores revealed the following la Personality 
testing:
1. Three lew* scores in each of Self-reliance, Withdrawing Tenden­
cies, and Community Halations.
2. Two low eooree In eaoh of Sense of Pereonal worth and lervoue 
Symptoms.
3. One low score In each of Social Skills and Family Relations. 
Most of these twenty-five students Were low In only one of these
eeotlone, but one reoelved low scores in three tests, and one In five.
• By a lew score in the Personality teste, we mean a eoore th t Indicates 
inproper adjustment In the particular sub-test with suoh a eoore. For 
instance, with a possible of fifteen points, five points would be a lew 
score, ae ten questions were answered in a way that would indicate mal­
adjustment In those particular phases.
Tft«re It yet one sort student we shall briefly consider, whose score In 
Social Skills was 0. As the other twenty-two students of this group showed 
no naiadjustaents on the tests, w* shall dial only with the three Mentioned 
above.
These three students are all fron Cavalier HI h School. The inter­
esting feature of the one student who received sero In Social Skills Is 
that all of the other sloven scores are high in the Personality sub-tests. 
However, her Is 83, with a Percentile Hank of 6 on I.Q. Her Percentile 
Hank on the Algebra test Is 2 the lowest In the entire group of seventy-six. 
Science also roveals a vary lb* Percentile Rank of 7 on the tine test, but 
83 on the no tins test. The Percentile Hank of the English tests are about 
average, 48 and 46 respectively. She did better on the no tine test In 
Solanos only, but the other two tests wore in favor of the time. However, 
her nark In Algebra was so low that the Percentile Rank can bo disregarded 
entirely for It. Shis student Is In the ninth grade and fifteen years of 
age.
She other two students of this group both have an l.Q. of 106, 
slightly above normal. Both of then are boys, and show bettor results on 
all untlasd tests. Ho Personality soors lb very high la the ease of 
either lad, with a Percentile Hank of 6 and 4 on Total Adjustment eeore. 
Withdrawing Tendency and Servoas Symptoms are scored low in both oases, 
as are Self-Hellenes, Community Relations land Family Relations.
Their writing Is abominable, but all subject natter scores reveal 
a Percentile Rank of over 60, and In the case of Algebra, above 85. Those 
students are capable of good work, but they have either developed a re­
straint of some typo, or do not find it to get along with their
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associates. Thsy nrs, however, quit* active la certain phase* of extra­
curricular activities, and will! no doubt, with proper guidance, be able to 
overcome their present difficulties.
A study of these boys reveals the fact that they are not more than 
temporarily aaladjusted, sad that, very elldly. Therefore, they can not be 
considered to be examples of students who are problems in the classroom, or, 
vho may become social problems.
In the minus group, that olass that has received better scores in 
the time limit tests, only one student received a low score in three tests, 
and one in five tests, A summary of this group follows:
1. four low scores in Withdrawing Tendencies.
2. two low scores in eacu of Self-H*llance, Sense of Personal 
Worth, Peeling of Belonging and family Halations.
3. One low score In each of Sense of Personal freedom, Bervous 
Symptoms, Social Skills, Anti-Social Tendencies, School 
Relations and Community Halations.
These statistics, similar to the plus group, reveal no very serious 
departure from the normal olasnroom. On* student in this group also re­
ceived a sere la one teat, feeling of Belonging. She resembles the girl 
of the plus group in that her scores in the rest of the Personality tests 
are consistently high. Her X.<U is 102, but subject natter scores are 
barely average in all three tests. A study of this student reveals that 
she has a tendency toward the introvertive type of adjustment, with not too 
much of an lntarsst in school work. However, she it no more than a mild 
problem to h#r teachers. She is in grade nine, and aged fourteen, a student 
in Cavalier school.
The other two students of this group ore also Cavalier students, one 
a boy and one a girl, freshman, aged thirteen and fifteen respectively. As 
was the ease with the two in the plus grohp, the Percentile Rank on the 
Total Adjustment was low in both oases, 10 and 5 respectively. So soore 
on the hoy's Personality test was outstandingly low, neither was any score 
remarkably high. Self-Reliance, Xervous Symptoms and Panlly Relations show 
the lowest scores. The boy hat sue t«CU of 95, and writes poorly, "he 
highest Percentile Rank he obtained In any of the eubjeot natter tasta was 
63, the tine test In Science. All the other Peroantlle Ranks are In the 
neighborhood of 30, which lndloatee not very narked scholastic attainment.
The interesting feature of the Selene* test Is that he Is In the sixty- 
thlrd Percentile on tine test, and only the thirteenth Percentile In no tine. 
This nay ba due to a temporary condition bringing about the difference, or, 
at Indicated by the other Percentile Rank#, an unusually high nark because 
of p&rtloular acquaintance with the tine test questions.
The other student also has no Z.Q. of 95, but three of the Per­
sonality scores are particularly low, In Peeling of Belonging, Withdrawing 
tendencies, and School Relatione. She le 
to be sonewhat of an Introvert, aooordlng
fair In Algebra, but low In Bngllah and Helenes. In fact, the narks of all 
six students reviewed, with one or two single test exceptions, indicate 
th t the I.Q,.'e of theeo students night be a little high. There ie no 
further evldenoe than these narks, however, to substantiate these elalns.
Her X. Q. Percentile Rank, similar to that of the boy, is ?8. Her scores
also a poor writer, and appear* 
to her teaoher*. Her marks are
on Withdrawing Tendancles and School Relations are probably fairly accurate, 
as evidenced by her attitudes in and out of the classroom. In spit* of
that faot, aha ha* many friends, paradoxical enough, and If aha could sone- 
how overcome a few of har tendencies toward Introversion, aha would no doubt 
become quite prominent and progressive in liar circle.
To summarise In the eaae of the six 
that all of than are In the adolescent par 
as no ease involves serious maladjustment, 
cause of aost of these minor handicaps.
pupils discussed, we nay say 
of of development, and, so long 
this latter faot may be the
CAfPSGOHIOAI SUBMIT
The fifty student* selected because of their upper and lover extreme
positions on tbs scale Average difference of Peroentlle lank, wrote a total 
of 150 Individual subject matter tests. Of this number seventy-five vers 
In favor of tlae limit and seventy-five were In favor of no time limit. 
Moreover, tbs Coefficient of Correlation between the Average difference 
Percentile Hanks of the fifty students, and. their Corresponding Percentile 
Bank on Total Adjustment, was .078 2 .09. This correlation, though posit!v« 
is very low and statistically unreliable.
These data, at leaat In part, corroborate those of Mr. Tweet’s study, 
and ws shall stats our first conclusion in the following words!
1. Students with average or above average Intelligence Quotients 
are not necessarily hampered by time limit teste. If such a handicap 
exists. It may appear In the lower I.Q. brackets. In connection with this 
same conclusion, ws may add that some students did receive better scores 
In no time limit tests. However, their Personality test soores revealed 
nothing but either minor or temporary maladjustments. This fact leads us 
to our second conclusion,.namely:
8. So far as we have been able to determine from the facts revealed 
by this study, there is probably no definite series of traits, emotional 
or otherwise, that characterise th.» average student who Is consistently 
hampered by time limit teete. If we have such students in our classes, who 
ars otherwise normal, end yet are hampered on time limit teste, we need 
only give them extra time to complete a test.
3. Basing our findings on Table III, the lower In the 1.3. scale
30.
find. This Instability Is th«
conducted hsrs vers us«d to 
We, on the other hand, started
we get. the more emotional Instability we 
rule for both Personal and Social Adjustment, but aore narked in the latter 
phase.
The above findings do not necessarily invalidate Shaffer's conten­
tion. referred to In Chapter t. He starts with the eaotlon&lly unstable 
Individual, and determines that speed tests are not well done by this 
individual. Other experiments than those 
determine the emotionally unstable group.
with the average student, and found no outstanding emotional unstablllty 
L U... ~ —  * «« *....
4. The fact that one person, taking two or three tines as nush time 
as another person to complete a test with 
personality traits, coupled with the fact 
stately the tame scores, leads us to the conclusion that individuals devslop 
different habits as to rate of work on various tssts.
Tweet sums up hie findings with the
a revelation of no distinct 
that they also obtained approxl-
ioant difference in behavior problems between the two groups." The data
compiled in this study corroborate, in ful
statement, "there is no slgnlf-
1, the conclusion just quoted.
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GENERAL SCIENCE PAPER A 
iderline the correct answer in the folLib’ rings
Our surroundings are called: sceinco matter, energy, environment.
The method of leameng new facts abo -t the enviro?
discovery, experiment, conclusion.
Superstitions are generally held by: primitive, modern, ignorant, 
scientific people.
Soienoe is most useful because: it aids discovery^ 
it explains superstitions,
Matter which never had iife is oallei: form, stai 
The - tight of the object moved by a machine is 
fulcrum, effort, energy*
A cubic foot of air weighs: 62*4 lb#, 14.71b., 30 in., 1#25 os*
Air pressure in a lift pump at sea level will raise the water to a height 
of* 14.7 lb., 30 in*, 34 ft4, 76 cm*
A moroury barometer is: an altimeter, a TArrioollian tube, a forecast, 
air pressure*
• £n going from an upper story to the basement of a house, the metallic 
x of a non-fluid baromeoer* expands, doss not charge, is oompressed*
• Air pressure is generally lowest when the air is: cold, clear, moist, dry.
• The principal advantage of the force pump i3 that the: air in it is d
•water is lifted from h
is by: energy.
increases knowledge, 
helps man control the environment 
j, inorganic, organic. 
Lied : work, resistance,
solids, liquids.
mpresaed, water flows from it in a steady stream, 
e -well, air pressure helps.
• Sound waves travel bast through: vacuum, gases,
• Sounds are caused by: the ear drum,, vibrations of air partidles,
sensations, water waves.
• Sound waves are really interpreted (heard) in tie: eexv nervo, brain,
sound densation.
>. The gas most important in releasing energy in the human body is: 
nitrogen, carbon-di-oxide, oxy on, water vapor.
'. then iron rusts: oxygen, oxidation, an oxide, ai element, is formod.
;* When oil-soafied rags are slowly oxidii.od and ths heat produced is 
enough to raise their temperature to the kindling point, it is an 
example of* 3low oxidation, wet oxidation, spontaneous combustion,
rusting*




Carbon dioxide; oxygen; nitrogen; is used to 
Thermometers used in hospitals are called Re:
A good electric insulator is: watery steel, all 
5* A man docs 240 ft* pounds of work, lifting a
12 feet high* How heavy war the weight?
1. What is the horsepower of an engine if it can 
work in 5 seconds?





ght up an incline
o 55000feet lbs. of
CHStiEKAL SCianiJTS PAP R b
irtoor
id:
1* learning a now fact ab u the b u t  
discovery, facf or*
2* Po learn most a bout our airs
senses, from books, by be inf 
5# Science may bo defined as* or, erf 
classified knowledge*
Sr# ̂ iHything that occupies space is eft 
environment*
5* The pivot or support of a machine 
force, fulcrum, mcmen-** 
S* _ho force used to do vr:rk is call 
moment, effort, machine*
7* Air exarts rossuro because* it ic 
pulls it dcrv.-nv.ard, t ho triad bf| 
3* She raeroury in a baronot r tubo a4 
SO in*, 13*6*
3* A non-fluid oarame or is called*1
10* «. “risi-ng" borono er generally i 
fair, generally continuing good 
LI* Air pressure is most important] 
muses - inds, coir bo directed to do 
L2* Force p«np3 are most frequently 
MStpressed air punps in garages, fi 
LS* Sound vmvea travel ‘n: straight 
ijollo spheres, dense air only, m  
L4# Sound - avos arc onug' •' by the: 
ear, drum of 1 he oar*
Li* hon burning pine splin or ‘c ’ h: 
dioxide, nitrogen, oxygor,
LG* 'ho substance used no a teat for 
hydrochloric acid, line a ! eri 
L7« One can usually prevent a fire* 
•losing the damper, opening tl 
LI'* Eindli . ; poin naj, b.; defined nc 
subs cnee p oducoa, he tenp ra
a Tihioh a subs anoo v/113 
.9* Compression o. air* increases pr 
does not ohone pressure*
O* Air pressure is caused by* sun’s 
1* Pressure in pounds per s. uore 
8# A balloon rises because i it exp 
lighter than air, wind lifts 
3* Bov mdoh work is done by lifting 
4* that is the horsepower of an eng 
of work in 2 sooonds*
5« 75 degrees Fahmhoit is
Hod; energy, weight, matter, 
is called: vork, resistance,
Od: mechanics^ advantage, resistance,
oendings is* invironment, axporimont.
t* only by teeing, through all the 
told*
t, conclusion, application.
elastic, it |novoe, car h *s gravity,
4






ireurial, lotdr, aneroid, weather* 
ioa os: stormy, cloudy- approaohij^g 
-feather*
to man be< audo it* hinderc ran' 8 work, 
vjork, crrery.*?h« ire preneat*
* veil* in tho country, 
trucks, tracers* 
cs, otfwr.xjd from the source in 
sic- 1 ■ avos*
tory norvoJ brain, chochlea of tho
ru3' into a bottle of* helium, carbon 
t bums more brightly# 
carbon dioxide is: litmus, 
mercuric oxide*
smoking by* closing he drafts, 
drafts, using noro fuel* 
the highest temperature a burning 
1 of burning, the lowest temperature 
burn aotivcly, 
sure; decree cos pressure!85
■targyi wm’-.erl vajjorj weight of air* 
inch sen level is* 25: 15 * 30 * 510*
a ads, it eontajins oxygon, it is
"Jo unds 7 feet?
ina if it can to 44000 feet p ttads
degrees Contigrapio?
ENGLISH PAPER A
.* True and False* Mark Plus before correct stab
incorrect s
_1* An intransitive complete verb 
_2* An appoeitive is one of the 
3* An adverb never modifies any
t requires an actor only, 
a sentence*
is a verb th$- 
bc.ial parts of 
word ;ut a verb.
.1% Correot -word usage - Underline th* correct word in parenthesis*
4* The child (wandered, wondered 
5* (May, can) I have an admit oatf< 
6* I can. (quite, quiet) sure the
hrough the 
d to the lib: 
Children will
11. Punotuation //Punctuate the foil'
7* Elizabeth the queen of England 
8. At Freeport Illinois Douglas 
9* The leaves on the trees werd
Eit
(pring sentencq
ties the la 
debat d with 
red yellow
V* Spelling Mark Plus before wordsi Correctly
words incorrect
10. ( ) delicious
11* ( ) sophmore
12* ( ) anxious
V* Grammar -- Hame part of speeoh of
13. The sun sot slowly in the vrt< 
14* The last leaTTell from the
15* V ho was knocking at'TnyTToor
1* Underline adjective and adverb phrases in the following* 
16* The sun sank behind the hil 
17* in the tree we saw a large
18. The dog with the brass coll
nil Rewrite the following sentences
19. Climbing the hill, the s
20. He is a man that we oan be
21. I have ate the largest of
22. he jumped onto the car; and
111* Substitute rroper nouns for the 
23* e went to the city by way 
24* The boy slowlj "ate his diru: 
25* iTTe 'glrT walked slowly to






of the Tudors. 
Lincoln, 
dnd green*
spelled and Minus before 
].y spelled*
eaoh underlixied word* 
stern sky* 
tree*
\ird of bright 
barked fur:er
plumage*
ilously in the basement*
rrectly*
qn could be sefon in all its splendor* 
proud of* 
tjhe two appled*
picked up the rains*
underlined - 
of the road 
or at the Oof 
flchool,*~"passirg the hospital
crds«
thtit follows the river* 
e*
1* True and. False} Mark plus before correct statements, minus before
incorrect statements*
ENGLISH I PAPER B
1. An appositive can be a noun.
2._
2. Following a transitive verb.
pronoun or en adjective*
A subjoctivo complement alws.ys follows ax. intransitive verb*
the form "uji", rather than "we"
woubd be used*
11* Correct -word #sage --Underline xhe correct word in parenthesis*
A* Do you think the candy should bf divided (belrvroen, among) the 5 girls? 
5* Ho one will be excused ( except,, accept) uou*
6o The doctor told the siok lad to (lie, lay) on the couch*
111* punotuation— punct.ua e the folicking sentences correctly*
7* aha nghai is two cities the Bast, and the L'esti 
8* Hovembor 11 1918 was tl e first Amictice Day*
9* Dr IT G I Morton an Amerioan dentist introduce^ the use of ether*





V* Grammar- Name part of speech of
correotly spelled and minus before 
rds incorrectly spellod*
each underlined word*
13* A very good quality 
14* The frightened doer v 
15*There were intricate dances 'and
in, Underline adjective sad adverb pjhra.ses in the 
16* V.e sr.itod near the school*
17* t o travelled through the woods tlo the picnio*) 
18* re passed a man with a gold canc
Vll* Rewrite the following sentence!
of marble is found in Ye|rmont* 
as surrounded by hunters
ceremonies ablout the buffalo*
on Fifth street
Correctly:
19* Barking furiously, \re found a dog chained tc 
20* The boy whistling annoyed the teacher*
21* I hoped to have gone to the thoqtre*
22* Sure you can use my' car, but drive ccreful*








Mark True of raise:
— —  o can not understand present life unP.ess rre (study the past#
— --Europe and North America passed through a period oalled the ice ages# 
--— In the Pelopenesian -ar Athens defeated Sparta#
-- -The overflow of the Mile is responsible for the fertility of Egypt#
-- -The iliad is a lyric#








VI# Book of the Dead.
Vll# Hittites 
Vlll# Drace
First workers in. iron# 
An Athenian •‘lawgiver • 




4# A leader of the Greeks.
5# Great Greek dramatist#
6# Carried the alphabet to Europe.
7. Persian king whip att empted to invade Greece#
8. Orator who warned the Greeks#
1. Age of ericlest 
2* Battle of Marathon. 
3# Founding of Some.




IV# Fill in blanks*
1# — ---- was noted for his disc ovary of the oity of Troy#
2# — --- - a s  the greatest highway of ancient commerce.
Zm----- -was one of the seven wonders of -the world.
4# Pyramids were built to-— ---
5. The most important geopgraphipsjl feature i:i Egypt was the—




Vl# ■ ith what country do you associate!
1# Making of bricks


























1# The most famous city states Wdro-
T: e first historian was---— *
xhe greatest Greek Statesmen was----
Long poem about Gods and hero os were call)t
Thermopylae showed the b r a v e r y  of— — --- •
The Athenian Navy was built on the advice 
Gods expressod thoir desires in places callod- 
xhe leader in the battle of the Marathon- 
Sparta discouraged— --- -trojdo#
Greatest defect of Greek religion was it (not inspire-— ---#
The Greek God of ,.ar was---- — •
Athens devolo ed a ----- - form of government.
_he founder of the Delian confodercy was--- —
The battle of Salanis wrs fought in — — -— year#
Greok Gods resembled— --- —  •
-------took the place of Philip of Macedonia.
The Gauls destroyed Home ln-j-4—
------ -taught men to sook pier sure in life.
A Greek translation of the Hebrew sacrod books was called— — - 
Eplminondas came from*— -— -•
A history of the rersian wars was writhed by-----
— ----was noted for his study of the la’ s of thoughts or logic.
The origin of slavery 4s to found on the—-- —  •
—  -— wanted Sparta and Athens to be friendly#
ANCIENT HISTORp B
L. True or false
1. The new stone a ;,e was called Paleolithic.
2. The beginning of the use of iron and bronxe is termed civilization.
3. The Phoenicians were men of the diesert.
4. The most famous building of the Athenians was the Par henon.
5. The Goddess of beauty was Athene.














1. Philosophor interested in the conduct ofhhe people.
2. a  Greek Epic poet,,





8. Fathpr of history,,
1. Battle of Hycale
2. Defeat of ^ersians at 
3* Polopenncsian V.ar
arbela
IV. Fill in blanks;
1. __was called the father of history.
2* Tne p'oe: is o f ______ describe early Greek lil
3. High moral teachings are found in the
4. Science developed in Egypt as a result of tKe overflow of the
5. Cuneiform wri ing developed in




71. with what country do you associa e




1. Greek drama wa written in toy forms _
2. Poetry to be sung was called !______ •
3. The ablest historian was 1__•
4. Greek colonies were located" In ’ e _
5. he most successful Phoenician colony
The greatest writer of comedy was____
Great Greok games were held ajt |





8. th ttle  Hemera.
9. The most important thing in orted into At ens was_
10* The coast line of Greece makes it face ___
11. rescued the Athenians from slavery.
12. "BarbarTand to the Greeks mean, ______•
13. Small political divisions pf Greece were called
14. Spartan slaves were called_
15. Zenophone wrote _
16. Rome was founded*~LrTTTTo year ____
17. spread culture into Asia.
18. Military roads are associated with the __
19. To perform duty irrespective of bodiTy pain or pleasure was the
djoatrine of a ______ •
20. Alexander spread _____  culture.
21. was held as a hostage by Pelopidas of Thebes.
22. The entrance to the Acropolis was c a l l e d ____ .
23. The destruction of the drc&ard was 'the worst form of mr's devastation,




!•  P lace a_t b e fo re  each tru e  statement and a 0 b e fo re  each fa ls e  statement:
1. The apple t r e e  has more enemies than i t  
2a The f r u i t  o f  th eapp le is  a d ev ice  fo r  <1 
5# The apple t r e e  hag the same l i f e  funotJ 
4# Everjr l iv in g  th in g  haamany adaptations* 
5a A compound is  a mixturea 
6# Carbon i s  the most important element a 
7a Ti/ater i s  a fooda 
8a P o te n t ia l Energy is  a c tivea  
9a N u tr it io n  i s  a sim plr proeessa 
10a A compound and a m ixture i s  th e same. 
U a  Oxygen i s  the l ig h te s t  gas#
12a Carbon i s  a gaSa 
13a N itrogen  i s  a s o l ida
has helpers# 
L istribu ting  seeds a 
.ons as animals#
11a F i l l  in  th e  blames in  th e  fo l lo v in g  sentences:
la A l l  m atter i s  e ith e r or •
2a There are about elem ents.
ii# There are thousands o f #
4a A ir  i s  in  the form  o f •
5. Water i s  in  the form  oT“ •
6# Sugar is  in  th e  form  o f •
7a Two forms o f  p ro t ien  are and •
8a The m elting o f  io e  i s  a ohange#
9# The burning o f  ooa l i s  a change.
10, N eith er energy nor oan be destroyed .













'.That are th e  on ly  organisms th a t are ab le  t o  Jiake food?_ 
h ere  does photosynthesis take p lace?
‘h a t conditions are neoessaxy?
Yhat kinds o f  food  o re  mode?
Yhat gas is formed by oxidation?
Yhat is the function of enzymes?
How do roo ts  get w ater from th e  s o il?
What a re  the p s rts  o f  a c e l l?
Of vhat are organs made up?
Who gave biology the word ceiiV 
Vhen vrere miorosoopes firs t  usocT?
That creature has greatest control Yovdr'Tfcs* IfmnFoi^txtT'
general biology 
unlimited Tims test
»P laoe a t_ b e fo re  each tru e  statement and a 0 b e fo re  each fa ls e  statem ent:
______ 1* The oorwbird bu ilds i t s  nest on theground|.
_______ 2* redheaded woodpeckers go t th e ir  food  from seeds m ostly .
3* Audubon -was a famous student o f  b ird s .
______ 4* O rn ith o log is ts  study b ird s  and t h e ir  h a b its .
5 . Iod in e is  used t o  t e s t  fo r  starches.
6* F eh lin g , as spe lled * i s  c o r r e c t ly  sp e lled .
7 . Involun tary muscles c on tro l th e h ea rt.
______  8 . Trochanter i s  a part o f  the C ray fish .
9 . The f i s h  has the power o f  regen era tion .
______  10. Complete metamorphosis app lies  to  the Grasshopper.
' 1.. 11. The C rayfish  broahtes by means o f  g i l l s .
12. Crustaceans and Amphibians are found in  North Dakota.
____  13. Soaasmaranals have a probosois*
I I .  F i l l  in  th e  blanks*
1. Metamorphosis may be e ith e r  o r  £
2o The temperature o f  b irds  i s  about degrees high o r than hum*
3 . To t e s t  fo r  p ro te in s , a c id  is  used.
4. Osmosis is ~ through a membrnho.
5 . fih ito  b lood corpuscles are c a lle d  j .
6. The t a i l  o f  th e  C rayfish  has segments.
7* The i s  an exampTo"of"a bTrd th a t w in ters  in  North C aro lina .
8 . The two elements o f  which s a lt  i s  com osed a r e _____________an d___________ .
9 . The bat belong^ t o  th e  gen era l c lass  o f  ~________ •
10. Tho n o s t r i ls  o f  th e  b ird  are loo itedon th e  ' ' .
I I I .  Answer b r ie f ly *
1. What is  an example o f  a m arsupial? __________
2 . Yhat part o f  th e  blood o a rr io s  oxygen?
3. Viho discovered bolld circulation?
4* Of what elements i s  water canpdsecTT  an d________________
6 . L is t  the stages in  th e  growth o f  the"1 Urassiiojfc'er. _______
6* D efine the term  A lim entary.  _______________________________
7 . Name th ree  o f  th e v i t a l  organs o f  -the human body.__________________________
8 . Name two d h a ra c te r is t ics  o f  n a m n a l s * __________ _____________________
9. fihat is meant by Oxidation?__
10. .hat do -m oall hoofed ma-rml's'7 " *'" ““
11. What two types of rausole are thTrb T
12. briefly describe the robin.
INTRODUCTORY ALGEB
Do as much of A as you can in ten minutes. Do not start B until told 
to do so. After starting B, do not refer to A again. Take all the time 
yourequire to complete B. Place anir ers injspaces provided.
1. 48 X 79f 
3*
240 equals 5/6 of
1 2. 4872 divided by 56
5* 96 equals 3/8 of
I 4* 144inches equals 4/9 of
;
in.
6. If A:3, Br5, C-6, find the value of*AB*C_
7. 315 is 7% of 8.
9. Add i f 2/31 23?/- 32/3-TE^5/6
I (b)
h &  - C  - --- , A  r 3 c  - -
% of §141)0 is >̂174 7
.00310. Change to per cent: (a) *157_______
11* Find the circumference of a cirjcle with a  radius of 7 inches.
N12* S o lve : (a )  4X - 20; X 1 (b ) SN -  18 1
( 0 ) 5a  - 30; A : (d ) 2N- 40 t N
(e) 6 A -3 j A ( f$  3N = 9 j N (g 4 N ^4 i
(h ) 2.2A = 8 .8 j A ( i )  30r 2 lX l X • 0 )
13. c o l le c t  te rn s : (a )  4X r3Y ^5X ^ 6Y •
(b ) X-r 4 + 5 +  2 X t w m
( 0 )  X2+ Y2*  2X2*- 3 •
(d )
5 r  3Y** 4Ar 5Y . (®) tx Z+  4YSr  2X{V  4Y^ 5'
14* Jack has 36 nore than John. Tpgether th ey  lmve $25
each ? #




ls I f  C equals C, a  o .u a ls  7, Y oquejia 9, f in d  -rojluos f o r
(o$ X2 „ CY______ _ _ ___ * Y2 -  C2
2* 76 oqur la 3/10 o f __ j 3a
4 .  46X 38  V S ____ ; 5 . 250
G. 6G96 d iv id ed  y G4___________ 1
8 . % o f  1750 i s  250
— «■■ a . iaaTai;i.am a* i " * a». - « « « - «■ * »
9a C o llect tom s* (a )  4X iS:>'t +Z f
*0*3 (b ) X ^  2A *  J ix "  _ _ _ _ _
3
1 0  e q u a ls  i i  of__ 
qquals 6/6 oT
7a 18 e uats o f
(o) Y _4Y .(.OY *8
,  v 3  3   3  ?(d) BA *3« +6A ^ 3B f  B
10. add| 6,2 *12*06 *l£|__
I ( o )  a .̂b ^  J ib  £  + Ea
11a * ind the area o f  a c i r c le  Those
12a uliango to  dooiutfil fra ction st (i.) GlaE/
1: • (a )  2m .8 -G* n ___________ j  (b )72 .9rg r
(c) 24 ;3kj x I (d)
( o )  J/5 t  r l26 | t _
(g )  x  *3x -28 i  x^ 
( i )  6 t .55*6 j  t
rfcdiua is  7 in h & S a  ________ *
j (b)
5x ; <SO*6 i X 
•  ( f )  3a  -3 9  a 9 |
(h )  L ^ 3 L = |
1 a J u lia  and Georg© toge th er have *34 #75* Goo
tw ice  as sxaeh ao J u lia *  how rtuch ha 3 oaoh ?
1 1 *1 5  * L 
( j )  *25x J ld  | X
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es Score.
Read this page.
Do not open this paper, or turn it  over, unti 
name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.
N am e.....................................................................
Do what it tells you to do.
First name, initial, and last name
B irth d a y ..................................................... .. . .  .C
Month Day
School or College.................................................
you are told to do so. Fill these blanks, giving your 
.........Age last b irth d ay............years
ass.
. City
This is a test to see how well you can think. I t  contains questions of different kinds. Here is a
sample question already answered correctly
Which one of the five words below tells what an apple is ? 
i  flower, 2 tree, 3 vegetable, jj. fruit,
The right answer, of course, is “ fru it”  ; so
. D a te . 19 -
Notice how the question is answered :
5 anim al................................................ ( ^  )
the word “ fru it”  is underlined. And the word “ fru it ’ 
is No. 4 ; so a figure 4 is placed in the parentheses at the end of the dotted line. This is the w ay you 
are to answer the questions.
T ry  this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just draw a line under it and then
put its number in the parentheses :
Which one of the five words below means t ie  opposite of north?
1 pole, 2 equator, 3 south, 4 east, 5 wedt
should have drawn 
o jie :
The answer, of course, is “ south” ; so you 
put a figure 3 in the parentheses. T ry  this
A  foot is to a man and a paw is to a  cat the dame as a hoof 
1 dog, 2 horse, 3 shoe, 4 blacksmith, 5
The answer, of course, is “ horse” ; so you snould have drajvn a line under the word “ horse”  and 
put a figure 2 in the parentheses. T ry  thi$ one :
A t four cents each, how m any cents will 6 lencils cost
is to a 
addle .
.......... ( )




; so just put the 24 in the parentheses.The answer, of course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline
I f  the answer to any question is a number or a letter, put the number or letter in the parentheses 
without underlining anything. M ake all letters like printed capitals.
The test contains 75 questions. Y ou are i.ot expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the 
best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. T ry  to 
get as m any right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend 
too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered b y  the examiner 
after the test begins. L a y  your pencil down:
Do not turn this page until you aPe told to begin.
Published by W orld Book Company, Y 01 
Copyright 1922 by World Book Company.
SIT* This test is copyrighted. The reproduc z'i 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or
>nkers-on-Hudson, New York 
Copyright in Great Britain.
on of any part of it 
are furnished free for
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
All rights reserved, o sat m a  : h e  : a-57
by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
use, is a violation of the copyright law.
S . A . H ig h er : A
E x a m i n a t i o n  b e g i n s  h e r e  :
1. The opposite of hate is (?)
i  enemy, 2 fear, 3 love,
2. If 3 pencils cost 5 cents, how mi
3. A bird does not always have (?)
1 wings, 2 eyes, 3 feet, .
4. The opposite of honor is (?)
1 glory, 2 disgrace, 3 covvi
5. A fox most resembles a (?)
1 wolf, 2 goat, 3 pig, 4
6. Quiet is related to sound in the
1 a cellar, 2 sunlight, 3 n
7. A party consisted of a man and 
each son’s family. How many
8. A tree always has (?)
1 leaves, 2 fruit, 3 buds,
9. The opposite of economical is (?)
1 cheap, 2 stingy, 3 extr;
10. Silver is more costly than iron
1 heavier, 2 scarcer, 3
1 1 .  Which one of the six statements
bird catches the worm.” ...........
21.
22.
4 friend, 5 joy. 
any pencils can be bought for 50 cents?.
a nest, 5 a bill
ardice, 4 fear, 5! defeat.
;iger, 5 ca t.
^ame way that dark: 
jisfc, 4 stillness,
his wife, his two s 
were there in the p:
bo
whi
12. Which statement above tells the
13. Which statement above explains
ness is related to (?)
5 loud...............................................................
ons and their wives, and four children in
ic.rty?..................................................................
4 roots, s a shadow
avagant, 4 value,
cause it is (?) 
ter, 4 harder,
Helow tells the mean
1. Don’t do the impossible.
2. Weeping is bad for the eyes.
3. Don’t wori'y over troubles bejfore they come.
4. Early bird 5 like worms best.
Prompt persons often secure
6. It is foolish to fret about things we can’t help.
meaning of this pioverb? “ Don’t cry over spilt milk.” . . .. 
this proverb? “ Don’t cross a bridge till you get to it.” . . . .
14. An electric light is related to a candle as an automobile is to (?)
3 a tire, 4 speed,1 a carriage, 2 electricity,
15. If a boy can run at the rate of 6 fpet in \  of a second
16. A meal always involves (?)
1 a table, 2 dishes, 3 hunter, 4 food, s water
17. Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four ?
1 bend, 2 shave, 3 chop, 4 whittle, 5 shear
18. The opposite of never is (?)
1 often, 2 sometimes, 3 occasionally, 4 always,
19. A clock is related to time as a thermometer is to (?)
1 a watch, 2 warm, 3 a b
20. Which word makes the truest se
5 temperature........................
(?) shorter than their wives.
All members of this club are 
Smith Is a member of this club.
ulb, 4 mercury, 
tence? Men are
1 always, 2 usually, 3 miich, 4 rarely, 5 never
One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be? 
1 4 2 5 3 6 4 7 5 9 6 9 .
If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?)
Republicans. Smith is not a Republican.
1 true, 2 false, 3 not certain.........
23. A contest always has (?)
1 an umpire, 2 opponents, 3 spectators, 4 applause,
24. Which number in this series appears a second time
6 4 5 3 7 8 0 9 5 9 8 8 6 5
25. The moon is related to the earth as the earth is to (?)
1 Mars, 2 the sun, 3 clouds, 4 stars, 5 the universe
26. Which word makes the truest sentence? Fathers are (?) wiser than their sons.
1 always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never
[a ]
5 rich.
advantages over tardy ones.
5 glow.






ing of the following proverb ? “ The early
5 victory...
nearest the beginning? 







































The opposite of awkward is (?)
1 strong, 2 pretty, 3 short, 4 graceful,
A mother is always (?) than her daughter.
1 wiser, 2 taller, 3 stouter, 4 older,
Which one of the six statements below tel 
burnt child dreads the fire




5 more wrinkled 
s the meaning of the following proverb? “ The
teach us to be careful.
A thing must be tried before we know its value. 
A meal is judged by the dessert.
5. Small animals never play in the presence of large ones.
from heat than grown people.
“ When the cat is away, the mice will play.”  
the pudding is in the eating.”
it is called a (?) 
restoration..................................
“ The proof of
6. Children suffer more 
Which statement above explains this proved) ?
Which statement above explains this proverb?
If the settlement of a difference is made by mutual concession,
1 promise, 2 compromise, 3 injunction, 4 coercion, 5 
What is related to disease as carefulness is tp accident ?
1 doctor, 2 surgery, 3 medicine, 4 hospital, 5 sanitation...
Of the five things below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four? 
1 smuggle, 2 steal, 3 bribe, 4 cheat,| 5 sell...
If 10 boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when
many pounds do all the apples weigh ? ........ [ ....................
The opposite of hope is (?)
1 faith, 2 misery, 3 sorrow, 4 despair, 5 hate.
If all the odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were crossed out, what would be the tenth 
letter not crossed out ? Print it. Do not mark the alphabet.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z .
What letter in the word s u p e r f l u o u s  is the same number in the word (counting from the 
beginning) as it is in the alphabet ? Print it 
What people say about a person constitutes 
1 character, 2 gossip, 3 reputation,
empty weighs 4 pounds, how
his (?)
4 disposition, 5 personality.
If 2^ yards of cloth cost 30 cents, how many cents will 10 yards cost?.
If the words below were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the second 
word of the sentence begin ? Make it like a printed capital, 
same means big large the a s ........... ..........................
What should that number be?
If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) George is older than Frank. 
James is older than George. Frank is younger than James.
1 true, 2 false, 3 not certain................... I. . .  [ ..............
Suppose the first and second letters in the word c o n s t i t u t i o n |a l  were interchanged, also the 
third and fourth letters, the fifth and sixth, etc. Print the letter that would then be the twelfth 
letter counting to the right.............................
One number is wrong in the following series.
0 1 3 6. 10 15 21 28 34. . . .
If  4 J  yards of cloth cost 90 cents, how many) cents will 2% yards cost?.........................................  (
A man’s influence in a community should depend upon his (?)
1 wealth, 2 dignity, 3 wisdom, 4 ambition, 5 political power
What is related to few as ordinary is to exceptional?
1 none, 2 some, 3 many, 4 less, 5 more.............
The opposite of treacherous is (?)
1 friendly, 2 brave, 3 wise, 4 cowarjdly, 5 loyal
Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four?
1 good, 2 large, 3 red, 4 walk, 5 thick.......................
If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?)
Baptists. Some of Brown’s friends are dentists. Some of Brown’s friends are Baptist dentists.
1 true, 2 false, 3 not certain.............  .........L.................... j.............................. L.....................
How many of the following words can b e  made from the letters in the word l a r g e s t , using 
any letter any number of times ?
great, stagger, grasses, trestle, struggle, rattle, garage,
The statement that the moon is made of green cheese is (?)
1 absurd, 2 misleading, 3 improbable, 4 unfair, 5 wicked.
j  ̂] Do not stop.
Some of Brown’s friends are
strangle.






























1 birds, 2 whirling,  ̂ w
53. Of the five things following, four are alike in a certa|in way.
1 tar, 2 snow, 3 soot, 4 ebony, 5 coal
54. What is related to a cube in the same way in which a circle is related to a square?
1 circumference, 2 spher;, 3 corners, 4 solid,
55. If the following words were seen jon a wall by looking in a mirror on an opposite wall, which 
word would appear exactly the same as if seen di rectly ?
I OHIO, 2 SAW, 3 NOON, 4 MOTOR, 5 OT1 (
56. If a strip of cloth 24 inches long will shrink to 22
will a 36-inch strip be after shrinking?..................
57. Which of the following is a trait of character?
1 personality, 2 esteem, 3 love, 4 generoi
58. Find the two letters in the word d o in g  which have just as many letters between them in the 
word as in the alphabet. Print the one of these letters that comes first in the alphabet.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S
liking, 4 wings,
ybu count.
N O N T Q M N O T M C X O O N Q M N
fe6t while George runs 20 feet, how many feet can Frank ride 
O next to it if the O is not followed by a T
S . A .  H igh er: A
Which is the one not like these four ?
inches when washed, how many inches long
sity, s health.
T U V W X Y Z .
5 standing.
One number is wrong in the following series.
1 3 9 27 81 10 8 ...
If Frank can ride a bicycle 30 
while George runs 30 feet ?. . .
Count each N in this series thajt is followed by an 
next to it. Tell how many N ’
What should that number be?
and progress is sa d to be (?)A man who is averse to change 
1 democratic, 2 radical,
Print the letter which is the fo 
and S in the alphabet. . . .
What number is in the space which is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle?
3 conservative, 
irtjh letter to the
N O Q N O T O N A M O N O M
anarchistic, 5 liberal.....................................
ft  of the letter which is midway between O
figures as the number 8?.What number is in the same geometrical figure or 
How many spaces are there that are in any two but only two geometrical figures? 
A surface is related to a line as 
1 solid, 2 plane, 3 curve
a line is to (?)
4 point, 5 stririg.
69. If the first two statements folio;ring are true, the ttiird is (?) One cannot become a good vio-
word of the sentence end ?
sincerity traits courtesy
Charles practiceslinist without much practice, 
a good violinist.
1 true, 2 false, 3 not certain.
If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last
Pri: it the letter as a capital, 
character of
















much on the violin. Charles will become
4 decisive, 5 impartial.
How many pints of cream will it
1 influential, 2 prejudiced, 3 hypocritical,
72. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 pajrts milk,
take to make 15 pints of the mixture?.....................
73. What is related to blood as physiefe is to motion?
1 temperature, 2 veins, 3 body, 4 physiology, 5 geography.
74. A statement the meaning of which is not definite is said to be (?)
1 erroneous, 2 doubtful, 3 ambiguous, 4 distorted,
75. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is f  as long as the other piece, how many
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INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
First look at each thing in this test. Make a circle around the L for each thing that 
u like or would very much like to do. Then make a circle around the D for things you 
ally do.
L D Play the radio 27.
L D Read stories 28.
L D Go to movies 29.
L D Read comic strips 30.
L D Work problems 31.
L D Study history 32.
L D Study science 33.
L D Study literature 34.
L D Do cross-word 35.
puzzles 36.
L D Study trees 37.
L D Study birds 38.
L D Study animals 39.
L D Study butterflies 40.
L D Draw or paint 41.
L D Work in laboratory 42.
L D Model or design 43.
L D Do housework 44.
L D Sing 45.
L D Play piano 46.
L D Make a scrapbook
L D Keep a diary
L D Write poems
L D Speak pieces 47. L
L D Play instrument 48. L
L D Visit museums 49. L




Use a camera 





Work with tools 
Have a garden 
Drive automobile 
Play with pets 
Raise animals 
Go fishing 











51. L D Go to church
52. L D Go to Sunday
School
53. L D Belong to a club
54. L D Belong to YM CA
or YW CA
55. L D Go to parks
56. L D Engage in sports
57. L D Go to a circus
58. L D Sing in a chorus
59. L D Sing in a glee club
60. L D Belong to a gang
61 L D Play ping pong
62 L D Play croquet
63. L D Play ball
64. L D Play tennis
65. L D Go hunting
66. L D Go riding with
others
67. L D Play in a band
68. L D Play in an orchestra
69. L D Go to church socials 
7(j). L D Go to parties
71. L D Go to dances
72. L D Be officer of a club
73. L D Be a class officer
74. L D Go cam ping
To you usually do something 
bout it if someone steps in 
ront of you in line? yes
s it easy for you to introduce 
ir be introduced to people? yes
To you find it hard to keep 
rom being bossed by people? yes
s it hard for you to continue 
vith your work when it be- 
omes difficult? yes
To you give considerable 
hought to your future work 
ir career? yes
SECTION 1 A
you usually get upset when 
tgs go wrong?
To you usually get discour- 
ged when other people dis- 
gree with you?
s it natural for you to feel 
ike crying or pitying yourself 
whenever you get hurt?







s it hard for you to go on 
vith your work if you do not 
jet enough encouragement? yes no
To you usually do things that 
re good for you even if you 
lo not like them? yes no
s it hard for you to admit it 
vhen you are in the wrong? yes
s it easier to do things that 
rour friends propose than to 
nake your own plans?
To you feel uncomfortable 
vhen you are alone with im- 
>ortant people?
To you prefer to keep your 
eelings to yourself when 
hings go wrong?
To you usually feel uneasy 
vhen you are around people 








16. Are you usually considered 
brave or courageous?
17. Do you feel that you are not 
very good at handling money?
people seem to think you 
dependable?
you feel that people often 
t you rather badly?
20. Are you often invited to mixed 
social parties?
most of your friends and 










22. Do| your folks seem to think 





people seem to think well 










—  3 —
24. Do your friends seem to think 
you have likeable traits?
25. Do members of the opposite 
sex! seem to like you?
26. Do people usually seem inter­
ested in the things you are 
doing?
your friends seem to think 
your ideas are usually 
r?
you feel that people recog- 
e your social standing as 
should ?
you usually given credit 
the good judgment that 
show?
30. Are you considered a failure 
in fnany of the things you do?

















31. Are you allowed enough time 
to play and have a good time? yes
32. Do you have to do what other 







34. Do your folks give yolu a rea­
sonable amount of sjpending 
money? yes
33. Do you work to earn 
all of your spending
many lit- 
amount
35. Are you scolded for u
tie things that do not 
to much? yes
36. Do you feel that you ale given
enough liberty in doing what 
you want to do? yes
37. Are you sometimes allowed to
go out with members .of the 
opposite sex? yes
38. Are you allowed to say what
you believe about things? yes
39. Do your folks often try to stop
you from going aroupd with 
your friends? yes
40. Do your parents ca 
embarrassment when 
ciate with the opposi
41. Do you feel thatyou are bossed
around too much ay your 
folks? YES
42. Are you usually allowed free­
dom to attend the so:ials or 
shows that you like? yes
owed to 
1o i your
Are you usually all 
bring your friends 
home when you wish
44. Are you encouraged to help 
plan your future vocation or 
career?
) your folks allow y 
interesting places 
ur spare time?





t)u to go 
during
YES





















Do you feel that you are an 
important part of your school ?
Do your teachers seem to want 
you in their classes?
Do you feel that your relatives 
are as attractive and successful 
as those of your friends?
Do your friends and acquaint­
ances seem to have a better 
time at home than you do?
Do the people at home make 
you feel that you are an impor­
tant part of the family?
Are you regarded as being as 
healthy and strong as most of 
your friends and classmates?
Have you often wished that 
you had different parents than 
you have?
If you are a young man are you 
liked by the young women? If 
you are a young woman do the 
young men like you?
Have you found it difficult to 
make as many friends as you 
wish?
Are you well enough liked at 
home so that you feel happy 
there?
Are you invited to groups in 
which both young men and 
women are present?
Do you have enough friends 
to make you feel good?
Do you feel that you fit well 
into the community in which 
you live?
Do you feel that your class­
mates are glad to have you as a 
member of their school?
Do you feel that people usu­
ally think well of you?
SECTION 1 D

















Are certain people so unrea­
sonable that you can’t help but 
hate them? yes no
Do you find it more pleasant 
to think about desired suc­
cesses than to work for them? yes no
Do you find that many people 
seem perfectly willing to take 
advantage of you? yes no
Do you have many problems 
that cause you a great deal of 
worry? yes no
Do you find it hard to meet 
people at social affairs? yes no
Are your responsibilities and 
problems often such that you 
cannot help but get discour­
aged? YES NO
Do you often feel lonesome 
even when you are with peo­
ple? YES NO
Do you think that most people 
are out to cheator“ putitover” 
their associates? yes no
Do you find many people in­
clined to say and do things that 
hurt your feelings? yes no
Are you sorry that you are con­
tinually growing older? yes no
Do you find it difficult to over­
come the feeling that you are 
inferior to others? yes no
Do you find it difficult to asso­
ciate with the opposite sex? yes no
Does it seem to you that 
younger persons have an 
easier and more enjoyable life 
than you do? yes no
Do you often feel that people 
do not appreciate you or treat 
you as they should? yes no
Are people frequently so un­
kind or unfair to you that you 
feel like crying? yes no
Score Section 1 E.......................
61
76. Are you likely to stutter when 
you get worried or excited? yes no
77. Do your muscles twitch some
of the tifne? yes no
78. Do you have the habit of bit­




84. Are you 
lessly w 
bles, de<;
179. Do you Sometimes have night­
mares?
80. Do you Sometimes walk or talk
sleepi
suffer often from an­
noying rye strains?
82. Is it hard for you to sit still?
83. Are you more restless than 
most people?
inclined to drum rest- 
th your fingers on ta- 
ks, and chairs?
85. Do people frequently speak so 
indistinctly that you have to 
ask them to repeat their ques­
tions?
86. Do you frequently find that 
you read several sentences
realizing what theywithout 
are abodt?
87. Do you
88. Do you 
able d 
sleep?
89. Do you 
aches fo 
be no cs
find that you are tired
a great deal of the time?
often have consider- 
fficu lty  in going to
have frequent head- 
r which there seems to 
use?
90. Are you bothered by periodic 
dizzy shells?














91. Is it all right to create a scene 
when parents refuse to let peo 
pie of high school age go to 
the movies?
92. Is it all right to avoid respon­
sibility or work if you are not 
required to do it?
93. Is it necessary to be especially 
friendly to new students?
94. If they look funny enough, is 
it all right to laugh at people 
who are in trouble?
95. Do high school students need 
to follow their 
structions even though their 
friends advise them differ­
ently?
96. Is it always necessary to 
press appreciation for help or 
favors?
97. Does finding an article give a 
person the right to keep or sell 
it?
98. Is it all right to disobey teach­
ers if their requests appear to 
be unfair?
99. If you need something badly 
enough and cannot buy it, are 
there times when it is all right 
to take it?




game when you will not get 
caught?
101. Do rich people deserve better 
treatment than poor ones?
102. Should a person be courteous 
to disagreeable people?
103. Are the beliefs of some people 
so absurd that it is all right to 
make fun of them?
105.
serve any special help not 
given to others?
Is it necessary to obey “Np 
Trespassing” signs?

































Do you often introduce people 
to each other?
Is it hard for you to lead in 
enlivening a dull party?
Is it easy for you to talk with 
people as soon as you meet 
them?
Is it difficult for you to com­
pliment people when they do 
something well ?
Do you often assist in planning 
parties?
Do you usually remember the 
names of people you meet?
Do you keep from letting peo­
ple know when they irritate 
you?
Do you frequently find it nec­
essary to interrupt a conver­
sation?
Do you find that it causes you 
trouble when you help others?
Do you attempt new games at 
parties even when you haven’t 
played them before?
Do you have many friends 
rather than just a few?
Do you find that members of 
the opposite sex appear at ease 
when chatting with you?
Do you like to have parties at 
your home?
Do you find it hard to help 
others have a good time at 
parties?
Do you find that many people 
are easily offended by you?
SECTION 2 B
















Are you justified in taking 
things that are denied you by 
unreasonable people? yes no
Do you have to stand up for 
your rights? yes no
Are you often forced to show 
some temper in order to get 
what is coming to you? yes no
Do you often have to make 
your classmates do things that 
they don’t want to do? yes no
Are people often so stubborn 
that you have to call them bad 
names? yes no
Do you find it easy to get out 
of troubles by telling “white 
fibs” ? YES NO
Do you sometimes think that it 
serves the school right if you 
break a few of their things? yes no
Do you have to talk about 
yourself and your abilities in 
order to get recognition? yes no
Are things frequently so bad 
at school that you just nat­
urally stay away? yes no
Are teachers and other people 
often so unfair that you do not 
obey them? yes no
Do you often have to fight or 
quarrel in order to get your 
rights? yes NO
Are people often so thought­
less of you that you have a 
right to be spiteful to them? yes no
Do little “kids” often get in 
your way so that you have to 
push or frighten them?” yes NO
Are people at home or at 
school always bothering you so 
that you just have to quarrel? yes no
Have things been so bad at 
home that you have had to run 
away? yes no
SECTION 2 C






you troubled because your
the members of your fam- 
requently have good times
beeause your folks are usually
144. Do you like your parents about 
equally?
145. Dol the members of your fam­
ily seem to criticize you a lot? yes
136
parents are not congenial? yes no
together? yes no
138. Do your folks seem to believe 
that you are not thoughtful of 
them?
139. Are there things about one or 
both of your folks that annoy 
you?
140. Are things difficult for you
YES NO
YES NO
short of money? yes no
141. Are you troubled because your
folks differ from you regard­
ing the things you like? yes no
142. Do your folks appear to doubt 
whether youwill besuccessful? yes no
143. Does someone at your home 
quarrel with you too much of 
the time? YES NO
YES NO
NO
146. Do you usually like to be some­
where else than at home? yes no
147. Dc you avoid inviting others 
to your home because it is not
as nice as theirs? yes no
148. Dc your sisters or brothers 
seem to think they are better
than you? yes no
149. Are your folks reasonable to
you when they demand obedi­
ence? YES NO
150. Do you sometimes feel like
leaving your home for good? yes no

















Are some of your subjects so 
difficult that you may be in 
danger of failing?
Do you find that you can con­
fide in at least one of your 
teachers?
Would you like to be chosen 
more often to take part in 
games and other activities?
If it were right would you stay 
away from school as often as 
possible?
Would you and your class­
mates like school better if 
teachers were not so strict?
Would you be happier if your 
classmates liked vou better?
Does it seem to you that many 
of your teachers are nervous?
Do many of the teachers seem 
to be unfair or unreasonable 
to their students?
Do you like to go to school af­
fairs with members of the op­
posite sex?
Do you find that classmates of 
the opposite sex are as nice as 
those of your own sex?
Do you enjoy being alone 
more than being with your 
classmates?
Are your classmates usually 
friendly to you?
Do your classmates seem to 
approve of the way you treat 
them?
Are many of your classmates 
so unkind or unfriendly that 
you avoid them?
Does your school discourage 
young men and women from 































Do you dislike to take respon­
sibility for the welfare or 
safety of children or old 
persons?
Do you like to take care of 
your own or some neighbor’s 
pets?
Are there any attractive mem­
bers of the opposite sex in your 
neighborhood?
Do you know people who are 
so annoying that you would 
like to molest them?
Do you often play games with 
young folks in your neighbor­
hood?
Does it make you happy to 
know that your neighbors are 
getting along well?
Are there people of certain 
races that one should not be 
expected to tolerate?
Do you live in a rather un­
interesting neighborhood?
Are the police officers of such 
a character that you would 
like to help them?
Do you visit with several 
young men and women in your 
neighborhood?
Do you sometimes go to neigh­
borhood affairs with members 
of the opposite sex?
Do you ever do anything to 
improve the appearance of 
your home surroundings?
Are many of your neighbors 
the kind of peopleyou dislike?
Do you usually speak to both 
young men and women in your 
neighborhood?
Are most of the people in your 
community the kind you re­
frain from visiting?
SECTION 2 F
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fornia Test of Personality has been design- 
and reveal the status of certain highly 
factors in personality and social adjustment 
gnated as intangibles. These are the factors 
appraisal or diagnosis by means of ordinary 
achievement tests. Measurements of capa- 
and achievement, important as they are, do 
te a complete picture of a functioning per- 
len the teacher has, in addition to the above, 
a student’s characteristic modes of response 
of situations which vitally affect him as an 
dr as a member of a group, he can use this 
te picture to guide him to better personal 
djustment.
From on; standpoint, use of the term personality is 
unfortunate. Personality is not something separate and 
apart from ability or achievement but includes them; it 
refers rathe: to the manner and effectiveness with which 
the whole individual meets his personal and social prob­
lems, and indirectly the manner in which he impresses 
his fellows. The individual’s ability and past achieve­
ments are always an inevitable part of his current at­
tempts to ceal with his problems intelligently. Since 
tests of ability and achievement are already available, 
the term personality test (measure, inventory, or pro­
file) has become attached to instruments for identifying 
jand evaluating the more intangible elements of total 
complex patterns of feeling, thinking, and acting.
Insistence on respect for the “ wholeness”  of the ad­
justing organism or guidance of the whole student rep­
resents a mijor contribution of the modern movement 
in educatior. This personality test is an implement or 
tool through which the teacher can more easily and ef­
fectively approach this desirable goal.
Some of the distinctive features of the California 




lems and co 
ing a norm
2 . The
major purpose of the profile is to reveal 
which the student is adjusting to the prob- 
rjiditions which confront him and is develop- 
1, happy, and socially effective personality.
profile is divided into two sections. The
aThe authois take pleasure in acknowledging their indebtedness to 
Dr. Elizabeth T . Sullivan and Dr. D. Welty Lefever for suggestions made
during the development of this Manual for teachers.




IV. Tiegs and Willis W. filark. 
ublished by 
™»ia Test Bureau
d, Los Angeles, Califo
self
and
purpose of Section 1 is to indicate 
feels and thinks about himself, his 
timate of his own worth, his sense o: 
and his feeling of belonging. In this 
also reveals certain withdrawing 
cies which he may possess. Section 2 
justment components. Its purpose 
student functions as a social being, 
social standards, his social skills, his 
social tendencies, and his family, sc! 
ity relationships.
An evaluation of these component! 
or not the student’s basic drives ar 
atmosphere of security and whether 
balanced sense of self-realization and
ow the student 
•reliance, his eS' 
personal freedom, 
section the student 
nervous tenden- 
cpniists of social ad- 
t<j) show how the 
his knowledge of 
! repdom from anti- 
lool, and commun-
discloses whether 
heing met in an 
te is developing a 
social acceptance.
3. The diagnostic profile is so deVised that it is 
possible to compare and contrast th: adjustment pat­
terns and habits of each student with tlje characteristic 
modes of response of large representa' ive groups of sim­
ilar students. The profile thus reve: Is ]graphically the 
points at which a particular student 
sumably desirable patterns of adjustment and which 
constitute the point of departure for £ usance. No com­
putations are necessary on the part 
completing the profile.
o f1 the teacher in
4 . This profile is based upon a 
specific adjustment patterns or mod 
specific situations which confront 
ages. Many of these items had prev 
ated by other workers. The items 






Judgments of teachers and pr ncipals regarding 
their relative validity and si jnjficance.
st udy of over 1000 
of response to 
qtujlents of these 
ously been valid­
ity  included in 
dcted on the basis
fin a!
The reactions of students, es; 
tent to which they felt comp 
to give correct responses.
pressing the ex­
tent and willing
A  study of the extent to v 
sponses and teacher appraisals
hijffi student re­
agreed.
A  study of the relative significai 
means of the bi-serial r technii
5. In harmony with the general! 
portance of a well balanced personally 
so devised as to reveal graphically 
in various situations is satisfactory, 
significantly, and when characteristic 
so far from typical adjustment that 
sible or actual danger.
recognized im- 
the profile is 
when adjustment 
ivlien it departs 
patterns deviate 
indicate pos-t.iey
Part II. The Nature of the
The California profile is a teaching 
velopment instrument primarily. Its 
vide the data for aiding students to 
velop a sane balance between self 
ment. Student reactions to items 
primarily for the usefulness of total 
but to detect the areas and specific t 
to think, feel, and act which reveal
i|ice of items by 
que.
Test
-learning or de- 
pur|Sose is to pro- 
maintain or de- 
an|d social adjust- 
obtained not 
Section scores, 
'y/jes 'of tendencies 
sirable individ-unde.
ual adjustments.1 Each group of related unsatisl
responses becomes in a sense, therefore, a maj 
jective of student guidance. Part IX  of this n 
presents methods of classifying and treating sui 
justment difficulties. This is a unique feature
profile.
The fact that exactly six sub-tests appear ii 
of the two spctions of the profile may erroneousl 
gest a purely arbitrary classification. Research 
with sixteen components, some of which had bi 
least partially validated by other workers. Th 
these components subsequently disappeared whil 
others were thrown together and treated as a 
component, leaving twelve in all. The use of t 
fifteen items in each component is partially arl 
and resulted from the decision to develop a on 
iod instrument. However, the final selection of 
in each component was based upon the relativi 
of their bi-serial r s  and the relative number < 
no, and omitted responses which they received 
experimental tryout.
Although factor analysis studies of the da 
cured though the use of this test have been ii 
gress for sorpe months, the factors extracted 
sent a grouping of tendencies to act which van 
siderably from the concepts which abound in t 
erature on personality and with which teache 
familiar.
From a practical operational standpoint arm  
through experimental tryouts of the test, i 
seemed wise| to retain familiar terminology in 
ganization of components based on logical an; 
experience, the judgments of workers in this 
and a considerable number of statistical studiei
Factor analysis and other statistical studit 
being continued in the hope that as the nati 
these personality factors become better knot 
investigators and teachers alike, their comp 
designations and profile organization may im 
ingly approach the realities which they sei 
represent.
The differehtiation of personality and social a 
ment into twelve more or less well defined c 
(Continued on page four)
1The authors desire to emphasize at this point that a respon 
single^ item of the test abstracted from its component setting and 
tionship to  other components may be misleading. Neither should 
nificance of a single deviation from what is typical for the larger g
overemphasized. Sijch deviations must be interpreted in the light 
drives and urges which motivate them.
The authors are primarily interested in determining the serioui 
deviations from the group mores. They are not interested in measui 
extent to which such deviations represent internally consistent com 
the part of students1 who are significantly out of step with the grou 
or standards; most such deviations probably do represent definite i 
to maintain such consistency. The authors are interested rather 
izing this factor of probable internal consistency in identifying thi 
of deviation in behavior in order to provide a basis for guiding i 
to better adjustment.
'Hie teacher need not be worried because this changing complex 
dencies to feel, think, and act cannot be defined in simple static terms
cause some traditional concepts of alleged traits must be abandoned, 
need the teacher be perturbed because some of the concepts and techni 
the present instrument represent departures from those utilized in cor 
with ability and achievement tests. So long as the teacher can w 
sonable success identify significant departures from typical adjustme 
terns through the use of norms or group tendencies and deal wit 
in terms of their most probable causes, philosophical arguments i 
bates can safely be left to those who are not so familiar with wh 
pens in the classroom.
This problem has been emphasized in a comprehensive manner by 
las Spencer in his Fulcra of Conflict.
2
ORGANIZATION OF THE CALIFORNIA TfiST OF PERSONALITY
1. Self Adjustment: 
feelings of persi
X IU ST M EN T : 
dance 





2. Social Adjustment: Based on
feelings of social security
Self-reliance
Sense of Personal Worth
Sense of Personal Freedom
Feeling of Belonging
Freedom from Withdrawing Tendencies
Freedom from Nervous Symptoms
Social Standards 
Social Skills




BRIEF DEF IN IT IO N S OF THE VARIOUS CO M PO NENTS1
Self-reliance— A  student may be said to be se f- 
,vhen his actual actions indicate that he can do 
idependently of others, depend upon himself n 
situations, and direct his own activities. The 
int boy or girl is also characteristically stable 
ally, and responsible in his behavior.
Sense of Personal Worth—A  student possesses a 
being worthy when he feels he is well regarc - 
hers, when he feels that others have faith in h s 
access, and when he believes that he has averag; 
• than average ability. T o feel worthy means t> 
ible and reasonably attractive.
Sense of Personal Freedom—A  student enjoys a 
freedom when he is permitted to have a real 
share in the determination of his conduct and 
g the general policies that shall govern his life 
e freedom includes permission to choose one’s 
nds and to have at least a little spending money.
Feeling of Belonging—A  student feels that he 
when he enjoys the love of his family, the 
hes of good friends, and a cordial relationship 
>ple in general. Such a student will as a rule 
Z well with his teachers and usually feels proud 
hool.
Withdrawing Tendencies— The student who is 
withdraw is the one who substitutes the joys 
asy world for actual successes in real life. Such 
is characteristically sensitive, lonely, and given 
rncern. Normal adjustment is characterized by 
le freedom from these tendencies.
Nervous Symptoms—The student who is classi- 
aving nervous symptoms is the one who suffers 
e or more of a variety of physical symptoms 
oss of appetite, frequent eye strain, inability to 
a tendency to be chronically tired. Persons of 
may be exhibiting physical expressions of emo- 
nflicts.
Social Standards—The student who recognizes 
social standards is the one who has come to 
nd the rights of others and who appreciates 
ssity of subordinating certain desires to the
tf .1needs of 
is regarded
e group. Such a person understands what 
as being right or wrong.
2B. Social Skills—A  student may be said to be so­
cially skillful or effective when he shows a liking for 
people, when he discommodes himself to be of assistance 
to them, and when he is diplomatic in his dealings with 
both friend; and strangers. The socially skillful stu­
dent subordinates his egoistic tendencies in favor of in­
terest in the problems and activities of his associates.
2C. Anti-social Tendencies—A  student would nor­
mally be regarded as anti-social when he is given to 
bullying, cor stant quarreling, disobedience, and destruc­
tiveness to both people and property. The anti-social 
person is the one who endeavors to get his satisfactions 
in ways that are damaging and unfair to others. Nor­
mal adjustmmt is characterized by reasonable freedom 
from these tendencies.
2D. Family Relations— The student who exhibits 
desirable fairily relationships is the one who feels that 
he is loved and well-treated at home, and who has a 
sense of security and self-respect in connection with the 
various members of his family. Superior family relations 
also include parental control that is neither too strict 
nor too leniert.
2E. Schoo
torily adjustec ; 
teachers like l i  
finds the scho: 
and maturity.
Relations— The student who is satisfac- 
to his school is the one who feels that his 
tim, who enjoys other students, and who 
) )1 work adapted to his level of interest 
Good school relations involve the feel­
ing on the partlof the individual that he counts for some­
thing in the life of the institution.
2F. Community Relations— The student who may 
be said to be making good adjustments in his commun­
ity is the one who mingles happily with his neighbors, 
who takes prid: in community improvements, and who 
is tolerant in dealing with both strangers and foreign­
ers. Satisfactoiy community relations include as well 
the disposition to be respectful of laws and of regula- 
| tions pertaining to the general welfare.
xThe reader’s attê n 
not names for so-calli 
ings of more or less
ition is called to the fact that these components are 
';:d general traits. They are, rather, names for group- 
specific tendencies to feel, think, and act.
nents as a basis for diagnosis and guidance represents, 
in itself, a wide departure as well as a s griificant chal­
lenge for teachers. Such a treatment shot Id result in an 
increasingly sympathetic and intelligent Handling of ad­
justment problems.
Part III. Reliability
Certain outcomes such as knowledge; 
ings, and skills, once attained, remain r 
and tests designed to reveal their preseno 
relatively high statistical reliability, 
dent, on the other hand, is a growing or i 
integration must be preserved while his 
victions, and modes of behavior are chap 
ance with his experiences. Some of the 
profile touch relatively sensitive persoi 
areas, and such student attitudes may 
atively short time. For these and other 
tical reliability of instruments of this t 
times appear to be somewhat lower than 








ing in accord- 
items of this 
and social 








However, the reliability of the Califc 
Personality does not suffer by comparison 
widely used tests of mental ability and 
ment. The following correlations were 
558 cases by the split-halves method corrected 
Spearman-Brown formula:















Total Adjustment ............. 931
Sec. 1. Self Adjustment.. .904 
Sec. 2. Social Adjustm’t .908
The correlation between Section 1 ar d Section 2, 
.54, is sufficiently low to emphasize the c esirability of 
studying the student from the standpoint of both self 
adjustment and social adjustment. The reliabilities of 
the component tests vary from .60 to .87 anji are thus 
sufficiently high to locate more restricted treas of per­
sonality difficulty. After these areas have )edn located, 
the teacher may proceed to identify specifi: adjustment 
difficulties as indicated in Part IX .
Part IV. Validity
The validity of any instrument is depenc ent not only 
upon its intrinsic nature but also upon the manner in 
which it is to be used. The latter point is i.n jmportant 
consideration in the validation of instrur ledts in the 
personality field. Among the factors of importance 
that are related to the validity of the present profile are 
the following:
A. Selection of Items
B. The Personality Componenis I
C. Test Item Disguise
D. Limitations 
Each of these factors will receive brief consideration.
A. Selection of Items
Adequate selection of test items is, in gener 
best guarantee of the validity of any testing instr 
Attention has already been called to the man 
which reactions of students, teachers, and prit 
other tests, and statistical techniques were utili 
the process of validation of the California Test ( 
sonality.
B. The Personality Components
•
The twelve cbmponents mentioned in Part 
presented in Part II  of this manual represent 
tionallv related groups of crucial, specific evidei 
personal or sociaf adjustment; their names corr 
to some of the post important present day pers 
adjustment concepts which are vital to normal { 
and development. The items of each componei 
resent fundamental action patterns. The ol 
correlations among components emphasize the 
or “wholeness” of normal individuals; as wo 
expected, these personality components are not nr 
exclusive.
C. Test Item Disguise
The authors Have been sensitive to the tende 
some students to I paint self-portraits which are 
than the originals. They have attempted to 
the effects of these tendencies in two ways; n 
by disguising as pany items as possible which 
conflict with the student’s tendency to protect h 
and by providing outside checking devices as in< 
in Part X .
The authors dq not ask, “ Do you play truant 
rather, “ Are things frequently so bad at schoc 
you just naturally stay away?” They do not asl 
you quarrel or are you quarrelsome?” but, “ Does 
sne at your homd quarrel with you too much 
time ?” Such disguised items do not tempt the s 
:o detect their purpose by asking, “Are you too 
:ive?” but instead ask, “ Do you find many peo 
dined to say and do things that hurt your feeling
In many such instances the facts about a sti 
idjustment are nqt as important as the way h 
and ivhat he believes concerning them, since st 
] iefs and feelings ajre frequently the keys to his in 
personality statuses well as to his possible im 
inent.
D. Limitations
Practical Considerations have limited the pro 
cne hundred and eighty items. Many others migl 
1 een used to obtain a more complete sampling, 
ver, it is possible that careful selection of itei 
I roduced a relatively short instrument which 
eliable and useful as one of greater length.
Language difficulties may affect the usefuln 
t :sts and personality profiles. In spite of the safe 
used, the present profile probably has not escap 
influence of this shortcoming. The differing po: 
view and attitudes of those who read the test
4
10 doubt, result in interpretations somewhat at 
:e from those intended. The varying language 
:s of students may also produce discrepancies in 
tanding and response. Changing attitudes and 
of self-knowledge are other problems which 
>e faced. However, the authors have evaluated 
iguage of these tests by means of the Lewerenz 
alary Grade Placement Formula, teacher reac- 
and student responses, and have, in general, kept 
iguage difficulties at or below the seventh grade 
if difficulty.
Part V. The Integrated Personality
authors wish to reemphasize the desirability of 
eting and aiding the student in terms of an 
al unity of function and adjustment. For this 
, interpretations of profile data should be made, 
ans for personality improvement should be pro- 
not only in terms of the testimony of the profile 
but also in terms of the factors that are operat- 
defeat adequate adjustment.
ital deficiency or mental immaturity may be pro- 
5 of many types of difficulties. Inability to read 
succeed in some other type of school activity 
reate conflicts which encourage the development 
ious kinds of defense mechanisms. These diffi- 
frequently first come to the attention of the 
r in such forms of misbehavior as negativism, 
earning, ego-centrism, or other unsatisfactory 
s around the problems of a too complex educa- 
environment. Many of the apparently physical 
ities of students have no observable physical 
vhatsoever but may result from unsatisfactory 
to solve conflicts which arise because school 
ies are not in harmony with their interests, needs, 
pacities.
s desirable, therefore, that after the profile has 
:d specific evidences of difficulty, the teacher view 
lole individual in his total environment, as far as 
e, before selecting and using the types of reme- 
tivities described in Part IX  of this manual.
Part VI. Directions for Administering
student responses secured in this profile are 
id to furnish diagnostic information regarding 
> elements of personality and social adjustment.
[ be noted that, beginning on page 3, there are 
sections with a total of 180 questions. A  list of 
ts and activities is presented on page 2 of the 
t. Students are to indicate the things they like 
re things they do after completing the test 
ns.
re is no time limit for the responses and students 
be permitted to answer all items. Ordinarily 
iponses may be given in one class period of 45 
s.
lents should have lead pencils and a test book- 
firections to be given students are in black type.
After identifying data are recorded on the front 
page, state: Open your booklet and fold back the 
page to page 2. (Ignore Interests and Activities for
the present. Demonstrate and be sure that students have 
found page 2J)
Now look at the bottom where it says: “ In ­
structions t<j> Students.”  A fter each of the follow ­
ing question^, put a circle around the Y E S  or NO. 
(Illustrate ci 'cle on blackboard if necessary.) Do you 
have a dog at home? Put a circle around the Y E S  
or the NO. N ow  answer the other questions by 
putting a circle around the Y E S  or NO.




ext pages are more questions. The 
not right or wrong, but show what 
How you feel, or what you do about
Go right oln 
have finished
An Interest 




a pircle aroun 
to do. They 
those things
from one page to another until you 
them all.
and Activities questionnaire is given 
his may be given immediately following 
the test or at a later time, if desired, 
ns are: The examiner is to read the 
d and explain that students are to draw 
" L "  for things they like or would like 
are to draw a cfircle around “ D ”  for 
ley really do.
For use of the Interests and Activities questionnaire, 
see Part X I  qf this Manual.
Note for Machine Scoring answer sheet. When the 
special machin: scoring answer sheet is to be used, read 
the instructions given on this answer sheet. Do not read 
the instructions on page 2 of the test booklet.
Part V II. Directions for Scoring
Use the answer key which is furnished with the test 
to determine desirable responses in each section of the 
test. There are fifteen items in each subsection and 
the score for iach column is the number of student 
responses which conform with the answer key. Indicate 
desirable responses with a C.
If erasures q 
of the student.
r changes are made, consider the intent
Needless to 
the correct col 
column.
If both Y E S  and NO are marked or if the answer 
is omitted no credit is given.
say, the scorer should be careful to use 
umn of the answer key for each test
Count the 
C ’s) and reco 
the bottom of en
sirable student Responses (number of 




Part V III. Directions for Recording and Charting
Scores and Percentiles
The steps in recording and 
the front page of the booklet are
1. Transfer the section spoijes of each of 
twelve sections to the right of 
headed “ Student’s Score.”
2. Add the scores of Sectioi s I A -F  to obtain 
Self Adjustment Score.
3. Add the scores of Section? II A -F  to objti 
the Social Adjustment Score.
4 . Add the Self Adjustment (and Social Adj 
ment Scores to obtain Total Ad
summarizing data on 
as follows:
the




ranks for each section 
the table of percentile
5. T o determine percentile 
and for total adjustment refer to 
norms on the last page of this Mahual. (See illus 
tion on page 7 ).
6. T o  prepare the chart on
page, mark with an x the per reptile rank for e ich
section and connect these x ’s wi :h lines in Sec. 1
thp right half of the
and
in Sec. 2. Also indicate with an x the percentile r^nk 
for total adjustment.
Directions for interpretation ( f (these data and for 
student guidance are given in ?aft IX . Briefly, it 
may be stated that maladjustment ip the various com­
ponents is indicated when the str debt’s score is amcng 
the lower percentiles, or when tl e chart of percentiles 
tends to the left.
In the event that the examine 
serious divergencies in the profi 
havior, read the comments in Par:
Part IX. Directions for Interpj'e 
Guiding Adjustment
ting Profiles and 
Activities
A. Student Adjustment a Problem
Examination of the completed
dents of a class will usually revial the fact that the






profiles for the stu-
j er$onality and social 
limited number of
need for assistance in improving 
adjustment is not restricted to 
“ problem” students; instead, the inpbct and interacthn 
of environmental factors with ii dividual needs and 
desires creates some adjustment pr iblems for all.
1 I
These adjustment problems vary in complexity. T i  e 
great majority of them are probably Unfortunate habit 
patterns of feeling and action whi :h must be changed. 
Others have their origin in physical difficulties which 
must be relieved or corrected before re-education s 
possible. Actual or virtual mentai deficiency may ac­
count for others. An appreciable rufnber of problems 
undoubtedly arise from deep-sea ed conflicts whici 
must be detected and brought to li ;ht. These conflicts 
may result from such factors as feelings of insecurity, 
real or fancied injury to the individual or to others, 
and to lack of successful achievem :nt either in or ouj 
of school. In some instances lack of adjustment ma; 
be evidence of actual or incipient mental disorder: 
which teachers may learn to recc gnize even thoug' 
they are not qualified to attempt to treat them.
In the past we have emphasized (the achievemen
of such more or less academic outcomes as knov 
appreciations, attitudes, and skills for all stud 
proportion to their capacities and needs. A  bet 
demanding of the nature of the student and hi 
lems noW leads us in a similar manner to recogn 
to meet his needs for assistance in personality d 
ment and social adjustment. Just as the teach 
odically combines the results of informal obse 
and tests to evaluate academic achievement, she m 
combine informal observation, the testimony 
profile, and other types of evidence to determii 
vidual success or need for assistance in per: 
problem? and social adjustment difficulties.
B. Studying the Profile
The profile (personality picture) has been 
into twelve aspects or components because the: 
to represent the most important identifiable pen 
and social adjustment areas. An attempt hi 
made to; give these components names which 
spond in (a general way to behavior concepts wit! 
teachers are already familiar. Please note tin 
ponents IE , IF , and 2C represent undesirab 
dencies. The test is so devised, however, that 
score means a favorable score, and is to be inte 
as freedom from withdrawing tendencies, nervou 
toms, and anti-social tendencies.
Each component (self-reliance, for instance) 
posed of fifteen personal questions yielding t\ 
of the presence or absence of an adjustment f 
of its kind. From the profile the teacher fi 
covers thq components, if any, in which a given 
deviates seriously from young people in genera 
components may next be examined to discover 
answers which reveal lack of adjustment.
In general, study of the profile results may 
of the following steps:
1. Determining the number of student 
deviate seriously in each component. This ii 
tion will reveal what component areas constit 
justment problems for the group as a whole.
2. Determining the specific items of each 
above components which are giving difficulty, 
specific difficulties may then be treated as speciJ 
adjustment problems.
3. Studying the individual profiles which 
markedly from the general class problems and 
mining the specific difficulties of each such stu
4 . Studying the students’ records of intere 
activities, both for possible causes of difficulty : 
clues to appropriate remedial treatment.
C. General Principles of Method
In the past it has been a too common prac 
giving various personality inventories and 
blanks, to note total or partial scores and then 
these results for future action, which rarely 
alized. It has been the purpose of the authors
(C o n tin u ed  on p a g e  e ig h t)
—  6 —
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. Self Adjustment . . .
A. Self-reliance . . .
B. Sense of Personal Worth
C. Sense of Personal Freedom
D. Feeling of Belonging . .
E. Withdrawing Tendencies
(Freedom  from)
F. Nervous Symptoms . .
(Freedom  from)
. Social Adjustment
A. Social Standards . .
B. Social Skills . . .
C. Anti-social Tendencies
(Freedom  from)
D. Family Relations . .
E. School Relations . .
F. Community Relations .
O T A L  A D J U S T M E N T  . .
e above profile of Helen Smith reveals that she is 
4 at the 25 percentile in self adjustment. This 
that she surpasses about one-fourth and is sur- 
by three-fourths of the students on whom the 
’.tile norms of this test are based. H er social ad- 
int is slightly below average (40 percentile) but 
’cessarily at a desirable standard.
]en appears to have an adequate knowledge of 
standards and is reasonably well adjusted in 
i and community relationships. She is also rela- 
frce from anti-social tendencies and from nervous 
tom s w hich  m ight have indicated emotional 
ts.
the other hand, Helen is decidedly lacking in 
skills and in adjustment in school relationships, 
spection of the particular situations in these com 
ts in which she reports feelings and actions of an 
sfactory nature may provide clues to her difficulty.
Age j  J  La; 
Date
Grade / / " 'f t .....
t Birthday / tf-
./^.^Sex: m- 0
PERCENTILE
(Ch< rt stu den t's  p ercen tile  ran k h ere)
I f t ft 1 1 • 1




On the self- 




cesses in real 
The profile 
cess in at tain m 
ticularly in 
attention to 
vision of opp 
situation whir. 
to more serio.i 




preted in rel.i 
ment given v
justment side, Helen is also very low in 
Personal worth add feeling of belonging, 
es are accompanied by a serious tendency 
from reality and to secure personal satis- 
\igh the substitution of fantasies for suc- 
life.
as a whole suggests decided lack of suc- 
g security and favorable recognition par- 
ool situations. It would seem that special 
, he development of social skills and pro- 
< rtunity for success might easily remedy a 
h, if not adequately met, may easily lead 
s difficulties. An examination of the Spe­
ers, particularly in those factors in which 
rank is low, w ill rt veal the responses 
d in the unsatisfactoi y ratings secured, 
es should always be analyzed and inser­
tion to the recommended plan of treat- 
Part I X ,
f
California Test of Personality to create an instrument 
which will implement the desire of teachers to direct 
learning and adjustment in harmony with the major 
objectives of modern education. In other words, the test 
represents a means by which teachers can more easily 
and effectively translate their desires to aid studenrs 
into actual accomplishments.
The modern curriculum emphasizes the democratic 
ideal of learning and adjustment through freedom aqd 
direction. Since it is so often the bnly part of the per­
son’s environment which may be 8] 
meet his interests and needs in th
the curriculum may well be regarded as a crucial factor
in the development of symmetrical 
balanced personalities.
lei
In general, the improvement 
social adjustment consists of 
better responses for unsatisfactory 
tions in the concrete types of situ; 
student experiences adjustment difl i< 
that the point of departure in aid ; 
better adjustments should be by 
the particular difficulties revealed
edifically planned to 
; light of capacities,
, effective, and well-
of personality arid 
rning to substitute 
or inadequate reap- 
atlons in which tjie 
culties. This means 
ng students to make 
vay of an attack on 
the profile.
There are two major approach 
variations in the matter of studeni 
ology. These contrasting appro; 
ter of convenience, be called the d  
In the former the student is infor 
the purposes of the activities in 
may thus be led to cooperate 
latter method, the student is led 
from activities and to clarify erro 
ing which will improve his outlook 
conscious of the process itself, 
what analogous to that of obtainiln 
in English by asking appropriate 
the cause or contributing factor 
been the teacher or a parent, care 
the use of the direct method, 
both the teacher and the paren: 
evident part in remedial measures.
es with their ma: 
adjustment meth 
aches may, as a mdt- 
irect and the indirei 
med and understa: 
which he engages ai 
voluntarily. By 
engage in or refrain 
s of feeling or thirjk- 
•djithout being m 
is technique is sortie- 
g correct expression 
questions. Where 
1 maladjustment has 
must be exercised in 
[n such an instance 




greatest care in 
causes of perst« 
es of maladjustmqi 
t)he teacher must 
ng symptoms as ba)s: 
and of attempt: 
mere elimination 
ments frequently 










Teachers should exercise the dis­
tinguishing between symptoms 
ality difficulty. In identifying 
and planning remedial activity 
lose sight of the danger of regard 
causes of personality disturbanc 
to remedy these difficulties by the 
symptoms. Causes of maladjusti 
deeply imbedded in the emotion 
and can be identified only by ca: 
diagnostic study.
Remedial activity or treatment 
be classified into six types, as fol
1. Personality exercises and 
of treatment is particularly useful for changing unde 
sirable habit patterns. Examples of such patterns 
abound in the self-reliance and social skills componeits 
of the profile.
2. Correcting erroneous beliefs and attitudes. Such 
attitudes occur in components dealing with knowledge
may for convenience 
ows:
practice. This type
of social standards, sense of worth, sense of beloi 
Sense of freedom, and in many family( school, and 
munity relationships.
3. Dealing with unfavorable environmental 
ditions. Frequently the student could adjust sa 
torily except for certain factors in his home, s 
or community environment. A  change in attitr 
activity on the part of teachers, parents, or neig; 
frequently aids in the solution of a difficult proble
4. . M odifying undesirable forms of attemptt 
justment. The treatment in this form of distui 
constitutes a different type of procedure. The 
adjustments in question are illustrated in the anti- 
and withdrawing tendency components.
5. Elimination of physical and nervous diffic 
These difficulties are fairly objective and easily 
nized. They are sampled in the nervous tendency 
ponent. They may require medical attention 
treatment,1 Their elimination may, however, ir 
considerable mental hygiene work with the st 
afflicted.
6. The recognition and recording of apj 
mental disorders. Many students, at one time < 
other, appear to be egoistic and conceited; ofter 
give evidence of being unduly suspicious. But 
these and other more or less common, yet undesi 
adjustment tendencies become habitual or ext 
they may lead to serious mental disorders.
It is apparent that no one component of the } 
should be treated as a completely independent u 
personality. Neither should re-education activiti 
planned without reference to all other compo: 
In addition, such sources of information as s 
records of ability, interests, and achievement as 
as other facts regarding home, out-of-school acti 
and the like, should be investigated in difficult
There are two basic principles of method 1 
must be observed regardless of what method of 
ment is iridicated.
1. The maladjusted student must often have 
thing definite done for him before he can help hit 
Often positive social adjustments cannot be made 
self-confidence and feelings of personal security a 
stored. Thus it is important that teachers atterr 
determine the underlying causes of observed diffict
2. Adjustment problems should be broken into 
simpler elements in order that improvement acti 
may be chosen with due regard to the needs and 
ress -of the student. When the student does not 
sufficiently challenged by the methods utilized 
teacher may safely suggest more stimulating acth 
but if the student fails in his efforts it may be nec< 
for the teacher to retrace her steps and break dow 
problem into its simpler phases.
The teacher should show the student that lea 
to deal with one’s self and with others in an intelli 
sympathetic, and many-sided manner is one of the 
important ways to attain happiness and success in
8
oripace will not permit a separate illustration fi 
iponent of the profile; instead, six illustratio 




D. Illustrative Examples and Suggestions for Treatment
S i t u a t i o n s  A i d e d  b y  P r a c t i c e  
Component 1A : Developing Self-reliance.
7orm A, Item 4 : Is it hard for you to continue 
ir work when it becomes difficult?
\ student is self-reliant if he performs many 
tay that indicates an inner feeling of assuram 
arity. If he is unable to perform these acts 
nner he is said to lack self-reliance. The basic 
e of improvement, therefore, consists of c 
fidence and effecting improvement through 












f the student deviates sufficiently in this com 
revealed by the profile) to warrant special 
1, each evidence of difficulty should be noted.
n general, a successful attack consists of five
The student must be sure of the teacher’ s sym- 
hy and respect.
!. The student must feel sure that the teachjer un­
stands his difficulty.
I. Consideration of the problem must devc 
ling of security and a desire to improve on th|e 
fie student. The seriousness of difficulties shoe 
overemphasized.






k In the light of available knowledge 
dent and of the seriousness of his adjustmen: 
ties, the teacher must break down his problem: 
ir appropriate elements.
>. The teacher must guide the student in a gradu- 
d series (from easy to more difficult) of adju:tment 
ivities which challenge but do not defeat him
\ssume for example that a student finds it d 
talk in class. Some or all of the following ste[ 
used to aid him. The extent to which these 
utilized depends on the seriousness of his dis;
a. Before the class hour begins, tell the s :udent 
that he will be asked a question, the correct 
answer to which is “ Yes.” Ask the question and 
have him answer it.
b. Repeat step a requiring single word answers (or 
short answers) given him beforehand until he 
responds confidently and until the memqers of 
the class expect him to answer.
T e a c h e r s  w h o  d e s i r e  t o  m a k e  a  m o r e  c o m p r e h e n s i v e  s t u d y  o f  a d ju s t m e n t  
J e m s  a r e  r e f e r r e d  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w o r k s :  T h o r p e ,  L .  P .  Psyc 
ndations of Personality. N e w  Y o r k :  M c G r a w - H i l l  B o o k  C o m p a n y ,  
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Tell the student before class what questions he 
will be asked. Be sure that the questions are 
simple, that they require little talking, and that 
he knows the answers.
Without previous arrangement, ask the stu­
dent questions which it is certain he can answer.
Ask the student to make a simple report from 
notes.
Ask for a simple report without notes.
Continue to increase the complexity of the tasks 
until the student does as well as can be ex­
pected.
If the student fails at any point, ignore the fail­
ure, and repeat the previous step or steps until 
he appears ready to progress.
The following is another example: Assume that the 
studen: finds it very difficult to meet or introduce peo­
ple. Among the steps which will aid him are the fol­
lowing procedures:
The teacher (or someone else) tells the stu­
dent the name, as well as some interesting fact, 
about the person who is to be introduced. The 
teacher has him repeat the name and suggests 
a question or comment for him to make in start­
ing the conversation. The student meets the 
stranger and starts the conversation.
b. The teacher emphasizes the desirability of giv­
ing attention to the other person’s name when 
being introduced. The student is told several 
things about a new person, but not his name. 
The student uses the name of the person when 
acknowledging the introduction and begins a 
conversation.
The teacher informs the student that he is to 
meet another teacher, student, banker, or some 
other person. She requests him to think of some­
thing interesting to say. When introduced, the 
student repeats the name of the other person 
and starts a conversation.
d. The teacher asks the student to make a list of 
things which different people might be interest­
ed in at various social functions. She asks such 
questions as, “ If you met M r. Black, editor of 
one of our local newspapers and parent of an­
other student in this school, what would you 
talk about?”
Continue planning and practice until the stu­
dent adjusts as well as appears possible.
2 .  E r r o n e o u s  B e l i e f s  a n d  A t t i t u d e s  
Corriponent 1D : Feeling of Belonging
A, Item 60 : Do you feel that people usually 
well of you?
me that a student answered “ No” to this ques- 
'The fact that he may be wrong as shown by
l i
later investigation does not change 
fluence of his belief or attitude. It 
way, through explanation or evidenci 
the attitude of this student before 
erroneous belief can be eliminated.
An approach characterized by sympathetic interest 
and understanding on the part of the teacher, and a 
knowledge on the part of the stude it that the teacher 
is not judging or accusing but simply explaining, will 
often eliminate the problem.
'.he unfavorable in- 
necessary in some 
actually to change 
influence of thethe
The general method of approach 
erroneous beliefs and attitudes whi 
for another large proportion of adju: 
may be stated as follows:
1. Determine whether or not t 
in his beliefs or attitudes.
le ' student is right
2 . If  it is found that he is mistaken, explain his 
difficulties and show him his errors
3. I f  the student is not convinced 
record of his specific “ weaknesses 
other erroneous beliefs). The mere 
will often convince him of his error
ask him to keep a 
ind illnessess” (ot 
keeping of a record
4 . I f  the student keeps a record 
of weaknesses and illnesses and the 
his belief, the teacher must often reajl 
ment. If, however, she is still convin 
is wrong, it is advisable to gather 
garding the extent to which other 
meet the same problem. In the prese 
be a record of the extent to which 
hibited the same weaknesses and il 
dence shows that the status of the st' 
typical, he no longer has any just 
titude.
nt
of actual instances 
appear to uphold 
just her first judg- 
ced that the student 
i imilar evidence re­
students face and 
instance it would 
other students ex 
nesses. If this evi 
ident in question is 
ification for his at-
5. I f  the student still persists : 
be based on other factors. Search 
evidence of conflicts in other compi 
feelings of inferiority, for difficulti 
ability and achievement.
the6. If investigation proves that 
to begin with and that the evidence 
to uphold his point of view, the h 
lem requires the modification of his 
physical condition and may be carrii 
with the procedures outlined in out 
tion (No. 3 ) dealing with unfavo 
conditions.
It is rarely necessary to go int 3 
single evidences of difficulty and 
when the student deviates markedly 
in question from the general patte 
as revealed by the profile. But if 
important than subjects, equipment, 
the wise teacher will be willing to 
in order that they may be properl|y 
sisted in their efforts to make succei
The same approach with appi 
may be used in other similar types
in handling these 
ch are responsible 
istment difficulties
his belief, it may 
Should be made foi 
ents, for excessive 
:s in his record of
situdent was right 
he gathered seems 
andling of his prob 
activities to suit his 
ed on in accordance 
next remedial sec 
rable environmental
such detail with 
then usually only 
in the component 
n of most persons 
students are more 
and time schedules, 
gq into this detail 




3 .  D e a l i n g  W i t h  U n f a v o r a b l e  
E n v i r o n m e n t a l  C o n d i t i o n s
Component 2E : School Relations
Form A, Item 151: Are some of your subject 
difficult that you may be in danger of failing?
Component 2D : Family Relations
Form A, Item 145: Do the members of your fa 
seem to critisize you a lot?
Assume that the student answers “ Yes”  to bot 
these and similar questions and that he is right ir 
beliefs. In both these instances something shouli 
done. In the first case, the school has the major res 
sibility, and in the second, the problem is one for 
home.
The school has long been aware of the first prol 
but only recently has it been possible to approach 
solution for it with a rational and defensible plan, 
mental age or intelligence quotient of a student 
veals neither the cause nor the method of prever 
of failure; neither does it reveal the worry and st 
to which his personality is being subjected. The 
dent should be shown an analysis of his learning i 
culties, given some reduction in amount of work, 
any other kind of treatment necessary to the devi 
ment of a feeling of security. He must be put on a 1 
of equality with those who happen to be so constit 
that they fit well into the program as it exists, 
short, the school program should fit his maturity 1< 
Sometimes this ideal requires a distinct change in te 
er attitudes and procedures.
The second problem is more time consuming but 
as important. It usually involves contact with i 
vidual parents and great tact is sometimes neces 
to make them understand how they are defeating t 
own purposes and failing as parents when they des 
the feeling of security and the hope necessary for 
sonal growth and adjustment on the part of t 
children.
After the problems for a schoolroom or for a w 
school have been tabulated from the profile ansv 
the most general difficulties can be handled by princ 
and teachers in informal talks to students. These p 
lems may also be made the subject of parent-teacl 
and mothers’ club meetings. Frequently outside sp 
ers can be used to advantage after they have been 
formed of the major adjustment problems which t 
in a particular group.
In addition to this general approach, the follov 
technique will be found useful in handling indivit
parents:
1. Meet parents casually and “ size them up.” 
to determine what personality characteristics they 
hibit.
2. If they appear to be intelligent, understand 
and cooperative, begin at once explaining the stude
1-10
1
iculties and asking for their cooperation. Suggest 
inite things for them to do in changing the student’s 
tude.
!. I f  the parents are unfriendly, indifferent, or 
ditions are otherwise unfavorable, they must be in- 
:nced through P. T . A . or other meetings and 
ough personal contacts before the erroneous attitude 
nentioned.
k If the family is cooperative but unconvincedl at- 
lpt to have the parents keep a record for a short :ime 
actual instances in which they exhibit the attitude 
ich is so discouraging to the student.
i. It is not necessary that the parent admit his 
or, if he is in error, or that the student be mad: to 
nit his error in case the parent is right. Merely him until
ling the question, dealing with it objectively so far 
the facts of the case will permit and discussing the 
iculties and their implications is as far as the teach- 
:an usually go. This procedure will, however, often 
>rove the situation considerably, if not entirely eljim- 
te the difficulty. Furthermore, the teacher frequpnt- 
:an compensate for the ill effects of the parents’ treat- 
nt by giving the student the feeling of self-respect 
l security which he so much needs.
rhe specific difficulties mentioned above are ref 
tative of a large class for which the same general 
e of remedial procedures may be used.
D e a l i n g  w i t h  A n t i - S o c i a l  a n d  
W i t h d r a w i n g  T e n d e n c i e s
Component 2C : Anti-Social Tendencies
Form A, Item 131: Do you often have to quarrel 
fight in order to get your rights?
Component IE : Withdrawing Tendencies
Form A, Item 69 : Do you find many people inclined 
say and do things to hurt your feelings ?
For the most part, individuals tend to scare, push, 
ly, dominate, and otherwise mistreat younger or 
filer boys and girls because of inner feelings of in- 
iority or lack of ego recognition. The sufferer tries 
convince himself that he is not inferior to others. 
> bullying is an anti-social way of attempting to 
ipensate for his feeling of weakness.
students withdraw from their problems and are cha: 
:ristically shy, timid, sensitive, suspicious, and givi 
laydreaming about their troubles for much the sai 
sons. Such persons tend to give up the battle df 
; their daydreams are but substitute avenues to the 
.1 of being considered successful and worthy. Th 
hdrawing tendency is considered serious because it 
Is to a disinclination to adjust to real people and t 
iety in general.
Some students will give a large number of “ yes 
wers. Such responses are indicative of the need fo:' 
eeper feeling of security.
In general, the following treatment is recommended:
1. Develop the best teacher-student relationship 
possible. Let the teacher lose no opportunity to con­
vince thp student of her sympathetic understanding.
2. Whenever possible, give the student ego-satisfy­
ing responsibilities such as policing school halls, acting 
as club pr group leader, or assisting in other school re­
sponsibilities. Care must be observed to assign respon­
sibilities which the maladjusted student can and will 
carry successfully and which will not be resented by 
other students.
3. Adjust regular school tasks and activities to the 
needs and capacities of the student. Make a complete 
and detailed analysis of his difficulties and work with
he wins success, with its attendant satisfac­
—  11
tion, within the limits of his possibilities.
4. T ie  major objective in this instance is adjust­
ment and success within the student’s own limitations, 
and not Conformity to standards some of which his 
limitation^ will prevent him from attaining. The teach­
er must find a sufficient number of activities in which 
the student can thus be successful to provide the nec­
essary feelings of security and to relieve him of the 
necessity of maintaining his ego by anti-social or with­
drawing behavior.
5 .  D e a l i n g  W i t h  N e r v o u s  S y m p t o m s
Comporjent I F :  Nervous Symptoms
Form A, Item 78‘: Do you have the habit of biting 
your fingernails often?
Form A, Item 81 : Do you suffer often from annoy­
ing eye strain?
Form A  Item 82 : Is it hard for you to sit still?
Some of these symptoms, such as lack of appetite, eye 
strain, dizky spells, headaches, and chronic fatigue 
may be du: to physical disorders, and should thus be 
diagnosed and treated by an authorized physician. 
Many physical symptoms of this kind, however, are 
caused by fjeelings of insecurity and by emotional con­
flicts.
Students suffering from these nervous difficulties are 
usually unhjappy in their homes, without good friends, 
lacking in spcial skills, and very much inclined to util­
ize their energy in self-concern and self-pity. Psycho­
logically, th : chief difficulty with such unfortunate boys 
and girls is that their attention is centered upon their 
own troubles rather than upon the interesting things 
that are going on around them. This is usually caused 
by the fact that these students have for years been 
frustrated î i their efforts to sect re the response and 
recognition from parents and othc s that provides the 
much covetejd feeling of being wr ted, of being con­
sidered worthy and successful. \  us these neurotic 
individuals are maladjusted in bofi the self and the 
social phases of life.
The following methods of handling 
this kind are recommended :
1. Examine the student’s health reco d in the nurse’s 
or physician’s file. If the record is o!d or otherwise 
unsatisfactory, or no record of physical 
available, such an examination should be
2 . If the examination record appear; 
evidence of a physical basis for nervous 
student should be referred to a physician
ph«3. I f  the physician reports no 
adjustment difficulties the most probabl 
nervous symptoms is similar to the majc 
social behavior and withdrawing tend:; 
the lack and need of a feeling of ad:' 
security.
4 . Provide the appreciation, approvd, and ego sat­
isfactions that the individual craves a; recommended 
for the anti-social behavior and withdrawing tendencies, 
but with the following modification: endeavor to re­
store hope and confidence before attemp:ing to delegate 
responsibilities. This may be done by setting up con­
ditions which tend to guarantee recognized success in 
school and elsewhere.
5. Students exhibiting nervous symptofns are aided 
by physiological as well as psychological relaxation. 
Teachers should avoid putting them in tension-produc­
ing situations. Excessive self-concern must gradually 
be replaced by satisfying experiences with others if nerv­
ous tensions are to be relieved.
6. The Beta hypothesis (negative practice) tech­
nique as developed by Dunlap is go' 
tics. In other words, actually practi: 
closing of the eyes, muscle tremor, oi 
tic aids in gaining conscious control o 
assists in its elimination. Such practio 
ever, be directed by a psychologist, or 
has been especially trained.
6. D ealing  W ith  M ental D isord jrs
long
In general, mental disorders may be 
treme and persistent deviations from 
ment. From the standpoint of the teaclji 
be reason to suspect such a case when 
ent treatment with one or more of the 
ment types was unsuccessful. Howev 
teacher success is not proof of mental 
no circumstances should teachers sugg' 
of such a disorder. They should first 
cooperation of the parents. If the studen 
a psychiatrist or a clinic the teacher sho 
jectively as possible the data which si 
and the treatment which she has attei 
cooperate with the psychiatrist or agenc 
ing over the treatment of the case.
It should be recognized, however, tint some students 
display the early symptoms of what is in legal terms 
called “ insanity” under the very eyes of the teacher. 
Many of these unhappy youths are nc doubt disinte­




s to reveal any 
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cause of these 
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er there would 
and persist- 
first five treat­
er, the lack of 
disorder. Under 
:gt the existence 
of all seek the 
it is referred to 
iuld give as ob- 
e has gathered 
and then 
:y which is tak-
tion and the constant presence of hostility. Certi 
an appreciable fraction of this group could be ass; 
to better adjustment if their difficulties were dete 
and treated in time.
At any rate, there is danger that teachers untra 
in mental hygiene matters will overlook symptom 
grave significance in the behavior of their charges, 
a prominent psychologist recently commented, it 
matter of no small import that some teachers, as we 
parents, permit children to manifest symptoms of 
chosis (insanity!) that may later become decidedly 
ious, without doing anything about them until it is 
late. As an example, the student who is conceited 
egoistic, who displays a superficial attitude in his 
tions to other people, and who is markedly suspic 
may be developing the form of insanity called para 
(a psychosis characterized by attitudes of conceit 
grandeur and by systematic delusions of persecutf
E. Conclusions on Student Adjustment
Finally, the teacher should realize that student; 
not group themselves into personality types and 
patterns of malpjustment often include disturbance 
several of the components that have been includei 
the profile. A student may and probably usually 
need assistance in several of the areas of possible 
turbance. A  student who lacks self-reliance may 1 
erroneous attitudes, may be out of harmony with sc 
and home regulations, and may be decidedly incline 
be anti-social irj his relations to others. Malajustm 
are not confined to types; they present a variety of sy 
toms that may pervade many areas of both self adj 
ment and social adjustment.
Because all aspects of personality are closely ir 
locked or integrated, remedial treatment that deve 
self-reliance may also eliminate anti-social behai 
And a change in environment that stimulates the vi 
drawing person to attack his problems may bring al 
a reduction in nervous symptoms as well. In si 
sympathetic help that enables an unhappy studen 
find self-realization and to develop generous social 
titudes will tend to help him achieve that balano 
personality that makes for good life adjustment.
Part X. Directions for Checking Profiles Whic 
Appear to Diverge from Observed 
Student Adjustment
If the student appeared ill or disturbed when 
ponding to the questions of the test he should be gi 
an opportunity to repeat the exercises at a more fa 
able time.
If lack of reading ability was a disturbing factor 
teacher may give and interpret orally such parts 
the test as appear to be in conflict with her observati
If it appears that the student has consciously l 
represented himself a number of checks are poss 
with most of the items:
1. Other teachers familiar with the student maj 
asked to respond to the items in question.
— 12
A  few students may be asked to complete pro- 
for each other, including the student under ex- 
ation.
After parents have been appraised of the nature 
objectives of the test, they may be asked to com- 
the items in question.
The student may be requested to repeat his per- 
ance at another time.
The teacher may keep a record of careful, sys- 
tic observation over a sufficiently extended period 
me to obtain an adequate sampling of the student’s 
icteristic behavior.
should be remembered that not many such prob- 
cases arise. The major purpose of the test is to 
:t the actual or incipient difficulties of normal 
g people in order to aid them in making better ad- 
aents. But when apparent discrepancies arise be- 
n student responses and teacher observations it is 
rtant to determine the facts in order that remedial 
ities may be intelligently directed. The teacher 
not trust her informal opinions too far; evidence 
the profile will usually be much more valid. Fur- 
nore, it must be remembered that teachers some- 
; stimulate unnecessary maladjustment by unfavor- 
attitudes toward both individual students and 
e classes.
Part XI. Interests and Activities
le Interests and Activities questionnaire (page 2 
st booklet) is not a part of the test proper and 
it scored or charted on the first page profile as 
he twelve adjustment components. The teacher 
find it profitable to study the responses in this In- 
:s and Activities questionnaire for those students 
e percentile profiles are low or to the left in any 
e twelve components, and for others about whom 
ional information is desired.
le questionnaire yields four types of information 
: different interests and activities: ( 1) The things 
tudent likes, or would like very much to do, but 
not do; (2 ) The things the student likes, or would 
to do, and actually does; (3 ) The things which 
tudent does not like, or does not wish to do, but 
lly  does; (4 ) The things the student neither likes 
loes.
The interest and activity items are divided into 
hose of a primarily individual nature (Items 1-46) 
(b) those that are predominantly social (Items 
1). Within each of these two groups the items 
rranged in the general order of the amount of ac-
involved, beginning with the more passive oi 
tary types and advancing to those involving more 
ty or social participation.
ter the teacher has identified the component oi 
onents in which a student appears to be experi- 
g difficulties, and has reviewed such other dats 
: can obtain regarding such factors as health, at- 
nee, ability and achievement, she should examine 
mdent’s responses to the Interests and Activities 
onnaire.
A  study of 
large the te; 
sonality, lend 
cause or causi 
planning rerm 
er should 
to do things 
why he does 
and whether 
about a bettei 
field.
end:
the questionnaire will still further en- 
afher’s understanding of a student’s per- 
additional assistance in determining the 
ms of his difficulty, and provide clues for 
^dial work. Among other things the teach- 
avor to determine why the student fails 
that he would enjoy doing but does not do, 
not like some of the things he does do, 
or not anything can be done to bring 









the student to 





lems, its usef 
classroom.
The norm, 
of the test, s 
vided in ordqr 
ficers with
a wide range of interests and activities 
good adjustment; a narrow range in this 
indicative of actual or potential malad- 
erefore, a basic principle in dealing with 
nt difficulties of this type is that of stim- 
i l̂ual and social interests, and encouraging 
become more active in such interests and 
ay be suited to his degree of physical, so- 
ihtal maturity.
I'art XII. Administrative Uses
this test has been designed primarily to aid 
ecting and dealing with adjustment prob- 
ulness is not confined to the individual
;.tive data, or scores on the various sections 
hould be summarized on the blanks pro- 
that they may supply administrative of-
sonal and so<rial adjustment ir
1. Single classes in a
2. ndividual schools
3. rhe whole school
If the ma 
or school sys i 
cational proi 
tional and ti 
dertaken. I 
tendencies, 
dom from a: 




pects of socid 
which, in son|i 












j rrity of self-adjustment scores for a school 
em are low, it may indicate that the edu- 
cedures in vogue are too formal or tradi- 
at more informal activities should be un­
scores on freedom from withdrawing 
eedom from nervous symptoms, and free- 
nti-social tendencies are low, it may indi­
course of study materials are too difficult 
capacities. Such a situation might well be 
Low scores on social standards or social 
the desirability of more emphasis on as- 
training, etiquette, and attitude building 
e school systems, are not regarded as being 
regular curriculum. Low scores on the 
lations section of the test may indicate too 
n school-community relations and suggest 
s on interpreting the activities and needs 
inunity in terms that the students can
ory school and school system trends re- 
centile summaries are to be regarded as 
departure in investigating the need or
3
r
desirability for modifications of the objectives 




Teachers, supervisors, and administrators sh 
alert to the opportunities which are providec 
school environment for setting up stimulating situa­
tions that may act as important factors in the processes 
of student adjustment. The school provides many 
normal situations in which there are opportunities for 
social interaction, wholesome conflicts and accommoda­
tions, applications of social controls, exercise off leader­
ship, and acceptance of responsibilities. These facilities 
should be inventoried, utilized, and when necessary, 
modified to harmonize with such objectives and pro­
cedures as are requisite to the development of well- 
adjusted and effective personalities.
A  careful analysis of the available opport 





tion in the problem of student adjustment is the pr
lege and opportunity of all who are engaged in c
ducting the nation’s educational program.
Part X III.  Percentile Norms
Tiie percentile norms provided on the last page 
this manual were derived from test data for stude 
in grades nine to fourteen inclusive in different sch< 
in and near Los Angeles, California. A  percentile r 
be described as a point on a 100 point scale which gi 
the per cent of scores which fall below that partici 
percentile. For example, a student whose score f 
at tjie 35 percentile point exceeds 35 per cent of 
students on whom the test was standardized; also, s 
a sciore may be interpreted to mean that this stud 




Percentile: 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 99
1- 37- 46- 53- 56- 59- 62- 65- 67- 69- 71 72 73 74 75 76 77- 79- 81- 83- 89-
Sec. 1. Self Adjustment .Score: 36 45 52 55 58 61 64 66 68 70 78 80 82 88 90
1 - 39- 55- 58- 62- 65- 67- 69- 71- 82 84 89









































Percentile: 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 99
SUB-SECTION SCORES A N D  PERCENTILES
Self Adjustment Score: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
— t-^A Setf Reliance .....................
































1-C Sense of Personal Freedom.... Q>Ua* 1 1 l l 1 5 •5 5 5 10 20 30 45 70 90
1-D Feeling of Belonging............





























— f - — 1— l 1 5 10 15 30 45 55 65 75 85 95
2-A Social Standards ................ 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 10 25 45 70 90
2-B Social Sk ills....................... <L» 1 l l 1 1 5 5 5 10 20 40 55 75 90 99
2-C Anti-Social Tendencies ...... XC 1 1 l 1 1 5 5 5 10 20 30 50 70 90 99
2-D Family Relations .................
QJ
U 1 1 l 1 1 1 5 5 10 20 30 45 60 80 95
2-E School Relations ............. .
<D
Q_ 1 1 l 1 1 5 5 10 15 25 45 60 75 90 99
2-F Community Relations .......... 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 10 20 35 50 70 85 99
Score: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
DIRECTIONS: To find the percentile value of self, social, or total adjustment score— use the upper table, locate the score, and read the percentile above or below the heavy black lines. 
Thus a score of 135 in total adjustment has a percentile value of 35. To find the percentile value of a component or sub-section score— use the lower table, locate the score above or 
below the black lines, and read the percentile opposite the appropriate component. Thus a score of 11 in the self-reliance component has a percentile value of 70. See also description of 
profile on page 7.
